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·BIG LEAGUE PLAYERS

SWITCH ITUP
FOOTBALL STAFF

BILLEK HEADLINES MLB DRAFT CLASS OF SEVEN

- SEE SPORTS, A9

• IL

LATEST NEWS SOURCE
BLOG FEVER IS SPREADING

- SEE SPORTS, A9

Students
choosing
.UCFfor
prestige

- SEE NEWS, A7

One state representative's fight could leave some fraternities

e

Incoming fr~shmen
find campus, degrees
nioreattractivethan
other state schools
I(,
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Accomplished high school
graduate Nicole Bamberski did
not always have her heart set on
attending UCF. Instead, she was
once destined to be a . Florida
Gator. Llke many others who are
part of a trend that has UCF soaring in admissions and reputation,
Bamberski ultimately decided to
1
make UCF her first choice for a
college educatioIL
Bamberski, who will be entering the university as a freshman
this fall, said, "I based my entire
high school education on attending the University of Florida," she
said. "I killed myselftaking AP and
Dual Enrollment courses and
making sure to do all the things
·
colleges look for."
Few can argue that Bamberski
did an excellent job ofmeeting her
goals. As a graduate of Hudson
High School, Bamberski, voted
"most likely to succeed," had
earned a host of honors most students would have trouble matching. In addition to being salutatorian with a 4.24 GPA, she was
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Sixteen percent of the UCF
students who received the Flori.:
da Bright Futures Scholarship in
2003-04 did not get the scholarship in 2004-05.
According to UCF Bright
Futures coordinator Brandon
Bengel, most students who lost
the · scholarship did not keep
high enough GPAs. Bright
Futures requires students to
keep at least a 3.0 GPA1to get 100
percent of the scholarship. To.
get 75 percent of the scholarship
students need to keep at least a
2.75GPA.
Some students, however, lost
the scholarship because they did
not take enough credit hours.
· Bright Futures requires that students take at lea~ six credit
hours per semester.
Six out of 10 students polled·
at UCF said they had Bright
Futures but did not know what
they had to do to keep it.
Shannon Brown, a junior hospitality management major, said
she thought she knew all about
the scholar.ship when she got it.
"I knew what [Bright Futures]
was and everythirig, but I should
have paid more attention to all
the details,'' she said.
Brown; who lost her Bright
Futures in 2002-03, said that she
did not understand why she no
longer qualified for the scholarship.
"I was wprking 50 hours a
week and going to school full
time," Brown said. "I just never
studied as hard as I should have."
After losing the scholarship
Brown said she had to get loans
to pay for her classes. "My par-
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Omega Psi Phi President Byron Washington displays his-branding of his fraternity's symbol. Many of the national fraternity's members choose to get branded and he insists the act is not ha~ing.

Omega Psi Phi's voluntary .tradition of ·
branding may come to an end with anew law
>

Delray Beach, is considered by many as the strongest anti-hazing statute in the natioIL The law is named in honor of a Kappa
Sigma pledge that drowned as a result of hazing at the Universihe odor of burning flesh permeated the air as two blaz- ty of Miami in 2001.
ing hot irons seared the Greek letter Omega into both
When Gov. Jeb Bush signed Hasner's bill last week, high
sides of Byron Washington's chest two years ago. Min- school and college hazing resulting in serious bodily injury or
utes later, a third and final Omega was scorched into the frater- death became a third degree felony. Hazing that doesn't cause an
·
nity member's upper arm.
injury - but could have - is now classified as a ficit-degree
What Washington endured is known as branding. And misdemeanor throughout the state;
Washington was not the only UCF student that allowed a red
When asked about the Chad Meredith Act's effect on brandhot Omega-shaped iron to leave a lasting impression across his ing, Hasner acknowledged that "it could be prosecuted" under
body. Twelve brothers of Omega Psi Phi also asked to be brand- the new law. But he stressed that, "cases like that, if they were
ed alongside Washington that night.
· prqsecuted, would probably be determined on a q1Se by case
·
Washington, who is currently serving as president of his basis."
chapt~r, says branding in this context isn't hazing because it's not
"Each case is going to have to be looked at on its own merits
performed as a condition of membership. Nearly 80 percent of by the prosecutors," Hasner explained.
Omega brothers choose to get branded on their own accord, he
The very prospect of seeing his fraternity brothers prosecut. added, pointing out that branding is only permitted after some- ed and potentially put behiqd bars for carrying out the age-old
one pledging his fraternity is initiated as a fully vested member. tradition ofbranding, which has been alive for generations with-·
But a tough new law that criminalizes violent hazing in Flori- in the Omega Psi Phi fraternity, has Washington concerned.
da directly cites branding as a form of hazing, referencing the
"I would be worried if they want to take it that far to prosepopular activity as type of ''brutality of a physical nature."
PLEASE SEE FRATERNITY ON AB
The Chad Meredith Act, crafted by Rep. Adam Hasner, R-

. SEAN LAVIN
Staff Writer
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The Chad
Meredith

Act
Stemming from a
2001 incident at
the University of
.Miami in which a
Kappa Sigma
pledge drowned,
the act was '
formed and is
considered the
toughest antihazing statute in
the nation.
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Bio-med to get new home
Planned expansion for Burnett College of Biomedical Science
.lays groundwork for possible UCF medical school facility
The building is designed to be lacks the ability to expand with
the .f irst part of a proposed med- research from a university. Hitt
ical school facility. President John has said that the proposed school
U'.CF will soon begin construe- · Hitt and UCF's Board of Trustees would pump about $3 billion into
tion on a new biomedical sciences approved the plan to pursue a the Orlando economy a year, once
1
building, which will lay the medical school on March 31. The it's fully operational.
groundwork for UCF's proposed plan must now be approved by
Supporters also say a medical
medical school.
the state Board of Governors, school would also help concenThe recently established Bur:.. which oversees Florida's 11 public trate medical education to one
nett College of Biomedical Sci- ~versities. Funding would come facility instead of being spread
ences plans to begin construction from the the state legislature.
· between the College of Health
on a new 103,000-sq. foot building
"The case for a medical school and Public Affairs and the office
in early 2006. The new building is strong," said Pappachan E. of research.
will be attached to the existing Kolattukudy, dean of the Burnett
"It provides a unified effort to
Biomedical Sciences building.
College of Biomedical Sciences. build on research and education,"
The new building, which is "There is a shortage of physicians Kolatlukudy said.
estimated to -cost ab9ut $24 mil- in Florida, and Orlando is the only
Regardless of the fate of UCF's
lion, is planned for Fall 2007 occu- major metropolitan area without medical school plans, the Burnett
pancy, though as the project is still a medical school."
College of Biomedical Sciences
in programming phases all dates
Orlando has one of the top 35
.
COURTESY UCF PHOTOS
are subject to change.
medicl:!l facilities in America yet
PLEASESEE NEW ON A6 The work of the biomedical school will help Florida's physician shortage.

JANESSA SMITH
Staff Writer
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community ·

Self-esteem support group
From 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
today, Sister to Sister will meet
in the Student Union Room 224
to provide support, information
and understanding for black
women dealing with selfesteem issues.
Members will' explore how
family expectations, depression, relationships and communication problems impact one's
view of sel£ Strategies included
are learning to build healthy
support networks ~d developing positive coping skills.
For more information contact Dr. Germayne Graham at
the Counseling Center by call~
ing 407-823-2811. '

Global goodies served au naturel
Natura Coffee and Tea offers respite from usual college-area cuisine
ABEER ABDALLA
Contributing Writer
.
It's rare to walk into a space

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Michael Jackson acquitted of
child molestation charges
SANTA MARIA, Calif. Michael Jackson was cleared
of all charges in his childmolestation trial, hearing the
words "not guilty" uttered 14
times in a deathly still courtroom. The Peter Pan of pop
music could have gotten
nearly 20 years behind bars if
convicted of charges that he
molested a 13-year-old cancer
sur\rivor at Neverland in
2003.
Jurors also acquitted Jackson of getting the boy drunk
and of conspiring to imprison ·
the accuser and his family at
Neverland, bringing an end to
a four-month trial in which
the pop star insisted he Was
the victim of mother-and-son
con artists and· a prosecutor
with a vendetta.
The acquittals marked a
stinging defeat for Santa Bar. hara County District Attorney Tom Sneddon, who dis-'
played open hostility for
Jackson and had pursued him
for more than a deca<;l.e, trying to prove the rumors that
swirled around Jackson about
his fondness for children.

and feel an instant connection
to the vibe and the atmosphere. Natura Coffee and Tea
in Orlando offers so much
more than herbal teas and foccaccia sandwiches. The staff is
warm and cordial, and the
smells that waft out the front
door call to all brave souls
ready to embark beyond the
cookie-cutter eateries · that
surround campus. In a strip
mall shopping center across
from UCF, it's nestled
between Indian ·spice shops
· and overpriced club wear boutiques.
UCF Theatre Presents Pippin
Bruno Lariot, the owner,
The UCF Conservatory
knows most patrons. by name.
Theatre presents Pippin today
He quickly whips up orders
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
when customers come in
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Orlando
shouting, "Hey Bruno - I'll
Repertory Theatre in Loch
have the usual.'' Ever 'k ind and
Haven Park. This Broadway
dedicated, Lariot is quick to
musical tells the story of Pipoffer an anecdote about an
pin, son of Charlemagne, who is
ingredient in lobster bisque
on a questto find his niche in
soup or the white ambrosia
life. . He tackles some robust
tea. It's what the bar:Cheers in
experiments with war, love and
Boston
would be if they had
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAl FlORIDA FUTURE
politics, before - maybe - sethookah and carb-free lattes.
Patrons of the Natura Cafe, located at Alafaya Trail and University Boulevard, can enjoy fine dining, great tea and a wann and cordial staff.
tling down.
The food tickles all ·five
Tickets are $15 for adults, $13
senses.
A chicken salad takes a derived from tapioca a claimed yerba mate addict. DMAC, the Downtown Media
GS finance ministers write off
for seniors and $10 for students.
nose-dive into elegance, as byproduct of the cassava root. "It's a place where you can sit Arts Center, by ·o pening a cafe
$40 billion debt for poor nations
For more information, call 407grilled chicken and tomatoes ·
"Boba's presence in tea is back and relax. Bruno •is aq on its premises.
LONDON - The world's
823-1500.
From hookah in 20 flavors,
are displayed as mosaics amid traced to Taiwan in the mid- awesome owne·r. He gets to
richest countries agreed Satthe lettuce. Pretzels come 1980s. Bubble drinks (refer- know his . customers. He organic flavor syrups, yerba
urday on a historic ,d eal to
Cap and gown pre-ordering
filled
with jalapeno cheddar, ring to .a layer of bubbles knows what you're drinking; mates and teas as diverse as
write off tnore than $40 bilPre-ordering of caps and
cream cheese and cinnamon resulting from being shaken) and your usual. I've done at shui hsien and rose sencha lion of debt owed by the
gowns for summer commencepoorest nations.
ment is available at the UCF . apple. Lariot uses only. the had ·been around for a few least 10 of the yerba mate fla- Orlando is about to spin into a
much
needed,
caffeine
most decadent pastries from years as an after-school vors."
The debt relief package
Bookstore today through FriCuisine des Chefs, the pre- · refreshment when Liu HanThe nature of Natura is induced daydream of pleasant
backed by finance ministers
day during regulai: business
miere chef for the French Chieh, a tea shop owner, bold- something one would find on glob~ concoctions ~d peacefrom the Group of Eight
hours. Faculty can also rent
pavilion at Epcot Center.
ly added tapioca pearls to the swanky sassy streets of laden eccentric libations.
industrialized nations is part
regalia and announcements at
The name ·Natura came milky tea," says Adrian Hale of New York or Los Angeles. LarEx:Pand your comfort zone
of a British-led effort to lift
the bookstore.
iot's
attempt
to
bring
that
cul·
and
experience the world in
from
Lariot's
Costa
Rican
conOrlando
Weekly.
'~lthough
Africa out of poverty.
For more information, go to
nection. "The product line Asia has a long tradition of ture to Orlando has succeed- the bottom of a chai. Though if
Officials said 18 countries, ·
www.ucf.bkstore~com or call
that
is center to the cafe is our hiding comestibles in their ed. Selecting the UCF you have anything- I say_go
many in sub-Saharan Africa,
407-823-2665.
Costa Rican·coffee line. I'm a drinks, this had never been community was no accident for the boba tea - it's one
will benefit · immediately
experience that will leave you
either.
big lover of nature," Lariot attempted with tea.''
from the pact to scrap 100
Job search strategies workshop
says. "In terms of nature Costa
"We're always looking for a exhilarated for days.
It's a fantastic adventure in
percent of the $40 billio:n
Looking for a job but having
Rica is one of the most ecolog- your cup. Often heard at Natu- young, dynamic market, and
Lariot, who graduated from
they owe to the World Bank,
a hard time finding the perfect
ically diverse. I wanted to pro- ra while · experiencing the that's just what UCF students UCF in 1997, also has another
the International Monetary
one? A job search strategies
mote nature and Mother boba: "Going up," (referring to are. They understand what it Natura downtown in conjuncFund and the African Develworkshop will be held from 4
Earth. I wanted to promote the the experience sucking the means to be pro-nature," says tion with the Downtown
opment Bank. As many as 20
p.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday in the
warmth, passion and emotion balls up through the wide Lariot. "We wanted to offer Media Arts Center.
other countries could be eliStudent Resource Center Room
Sandwiches start at $2.99,
of
Latin people, and the emo- straw), or "It's like a rocket." multicultural aspects to the
gible if they meet strict tar185.
tion of the land. Natura came Tea flavors are as diverse as Orlando community; we Hookah for Two at $12.99, and ·
gets for good governance and
From self-assessment, to
from
the Latin word for taro and lavender, though they attract a lot of people from all lattes at $2.55. Natura Coffee
tackling corruption, which
networking, to finding targets
do have plain and vanilla for · over the world with diverse and Tees is open Monday
Nature."
could eventually boost the
for opportunity, this ·adventure
The global . etperience the less adventurous. The experiences. And UCF is through Friday from 9 a.m. to
total debt relief package to
can help you put career explodoesn't stop at coffee; one of boba pearls absorb the flavor · important to me. I wanted to midnight (or later), and Saturmore than $55 billion .
ration in. perspective. Material
the greatest and most unique of the drink and are eaten like bring the. global perspective day and Sunday from 11:30 a.m.
presented here is suitable for all
items on the'menu is the boba candy, adding a new dimen- home, and college students to midnight (or later).
Jury selection begins in 1964
job
and
career-seekers,
are open-minded to expericivil-rights murder case
whether first-year stUdent or · tea. Boba tea originating in sion to enjoying tea.
Taiwan found its way into the
The live music and themed . ences and perspectives."
alumni.
'
PHILADELPHIA, Miss. Lariot, who graduated from Natura Coffee and Tea
United States recently. Boba nights are a sight to behold.
Reputed Ku Klux Klansman
Contact Career Services and
tea gets its name from the lit- Regulars like Adam Cohen, 22, UCF in 1997 has recently 12078 Collegiate Way
Edgar Ray Killen watched
Experiential Learning at 407tle black sticky chewy balls were there at the beginning expanded the Natura experi- Orlando, FL 32817
from a wheelchair Monday as
823-2361 for more information.
t'hat sit in the bottom of the when live music was added to ence by establishing a rela- 407-482-5000
jury selection began in his
-cup. They are tasteless and are Natur~. Cohen is a self-pro- tionship with UCF sponsored www.naturacoffeeandtea.com
murder trial in one of most
Substance abuse support.group
shocking crimes of the civil
From 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
rights era - the 1964 slayings
Tuesday a substance abuse.supof three voter-registration
port group will meet in the Stu~
volunteers.
·
dent Resource Center Room
In a measure of how much
200 to help students make
rthings have changed over the
responsible choices about alcopast 41 years, about a quarter
hol and drug use.
of the jury pool was black,
This informal and non-judgroughly reflecting the rac_ial
mental group is open to any
find themselves disinterested said. 'M you have to do is fill from a "declared" major to an
makeup of the county's
student who is thinking about
RACHEL BAUMBACH
in their initially chosen major. out the proper form at the reg- "undeclared" · major 'm ust
Contributing Writer
28,700 residents. In 1964, very
changing how much they
Megan Downs, a junior istrar's office and register for adopt the current catalog. The
few blacks were registered to
drink/use other substances or
With orientation for new studying elementary educa- classes. The hardest part was same goes for students whose
vote in Neshoba County, and
who has decided to cut back or
students currently taking tion, .h as changed her major wasting time taking multiple new major is a different subjuries were usually all-white.
stop altogether.
place, newcomers should think twice.
·
prerequisites for the old ject from their former one.
The slayings of James
Contact either Laura Riddle
wisely when choosing a major.
During her freshman year, majors that I ended up not Since the school's catalogs
Chaney, Andrew Goodman
or Dr. Shannon Kelly at the
Over the years UCF has, for Downs, 19, was ah elementary wanting to go into."
change annually, it is common
and Michael Schwerner galCounseling Center, 407-823·But Sherman said he found for students t9 have taken
many r~asons, been called by education major, but said she
vanized the civil rights move2811.
its nickname, "U Can't Finish." wasn't happy with that 9,eci- a way to use the completed classes that · will no longer
ment and helped win passage
While there is no orte specific sion. "The first change I made prerequisite . courses to his count toward a chosen degree.
of the Civil Rights Act of
Free summer semester tutoring
cause for the alias, student's was because I wasn't enjoying advantage.
That means that students who
1964. The three young men
The Student Academic
indecisiveness when choosing the elementary education
"I needed to take new pre- decide to change majors may
were helping register blacks
Resource Center is offering free
a major is sure to be at the top courses," Downs s'aicj..
requisite courses for my new be prolonging their stay at
during the "Freedom Sumtutoring and supplemental
·of the list.
"Towards the end of my major," Sherman said, "but the UCF.
mer" of 1964 and were invesinStruction during the Summer
Senior Lee Sherman was . first year, I decided I wanted to other prereqUisites didn't go to
Downs said she might have
tigating a church burning the
term.
originally a radio/TV pending pursue sports medicine/physi- waste. I ended up using them done things differently if she
night they disappeared.
For more information, visit ·
major with a personal interest cal therapy,'' Downs said. "I've towards one of my minors, had knowri better.
The case was dramatized
http://www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu.
in business. After completing always been interested in med- mass media communication.''·
"I think I probably would
in the 19?8 movie Mississippi
prerequisite courses, Sherman icine and I love sports, so I
Downs, whose classes are have taken the introduction
Burning.
decided to move into' Ad/PR thought it would be interest- paid for 100 percent by a class
for
physical
After finishing the prerequi- ing."
medicine
Bright Futures Scholarship, therapy/sports
Senate apologizes for failures at
site courses for Ad/PR, SherFor Downs, .the change of said she was worried about before switching," Downs said.
passing anti-'l.ynching laws
·
man, 22, decided once again her major and her interest in how the payment. for her four "If a student has not decided
WASHINGTON - The
In the Wednesday, June 8,
that the major he had chosen the field of' medicine was years at UCF would be affect- what they want to major in, I
Senate on Monday acknowlissue artide "Rec center pumps
was
not right for him.
ed. The scholarship, she said, would advise them to take
short-lived.
edged its own failure to stand
up summer fee," we mistakenly
"It turned out I was not too
'Mer a semester of biology only pays for a certain number some of the introduction
against the lynching of thouquoted the Rec and Wellness
·
interested in those programs," and other science courses, I of credits.
courses because there is a
. sands of black people, a prac·Center Associate Director Jim
Sherman said "I ended up tak- realized that I missed working
But after speaking to an good reason why they are
tice that continued well into
Wilkening when the writer
ing Organizational Communi- with kids and that I wanted to adviser, she realized that she, offered."
the 20th century.
actually interviewed the RWC
cation instead because I want- be a teacher.''
Sherman agreed. "I receive
too, had luck on her side.
Nearly 200 descendants of
Director William Ehling.
ed an in-depth look at
"It turned out that I was OK financial aid and I support
After returning to UCF
lynching victims, and · a 91Wilkening was also identified
communication in business, from summer vacation, Downs because I had come to UCF · myself. By s\Vitching majors, I
year-old man thought to be
as a voting member of the Camorganizations, and everyday reverted back to her original with nine credits, so I was am spending five years at UCF
the only living survivor of a
pus Life Facilities and Service
lifie."
major of elementary educa- already ·three classes ahead," instead of four, which means I
lynching attempt, listened
Advisory Board when, in fact,
This
kind
of
indecision
is
tion.
Downs said. "I .realized that I will be taking out more loans
from the visitors' gallery to
that distinction also belongs to
often the reason some stuDespite the loss of time and would be fine as long as I did than I expected.
speeches.
Ehling.
"I wish I had made the right
. dents wast~ time and money money, and of many students' not change my major again."
There were 4,743 people
on classes that won't count belief that changing majors
Not all students are as for- selection in the first place and
killed ·by mob violence
toward graduation, but will can be a hassle, Sherman said tunate as Downs and Sherman. gone with organizational combetween 1882 and 1968,
Students who change munication," Sherman said.
keep them at UCF longer.
the actual steps to changing a
according to Tuskegee UniBut unfortunately, Sherman major are simple.
majors between different col- "Then I would have been able
is among many students who
"It's really easy," Shern:i.an . leges and students changing to graduate on tim~."
The Future wants to hear
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Changing majors .a major headache
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Choosing a career path while in college not as easy as it appears to be
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 6/30/05.

Auto, Lthr, P/lock, P/Windows, nit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More! .

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, And Much More!

'PER MONTH +
·
MONTHLY TAX HUGE SELECTION
FOR 48 MON·THS

~EASElOR
i.

~279

.· TURBO DIESELS
· AVAILABLE

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
. payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires g/30/05

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which indudes security deposit, PLU)first
payment+ TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6;30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2005 NewGTI

P/Windows, P/locks, nit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!
.

P/Locks, P/Windows, nit, Cruise,
· Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
. Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

J?ER MONTH +
MONTHLY TAX .
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX .
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $257 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. *See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6;30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

BIG SElECTIONI .
. .

".

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

. HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAllABLEI HURRY WHILE THEY LISTI

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005 ALL. NEW·
PASSAT GL .
Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, .Keyless Remote,
Alarm PWr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!
'

U8N't'C~r,rAx ••ssaT waooNs
$297 FOR
48 MONTHS ARE NOW

LEASE FOR

•

;\';

~

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

PER MONTH

HERE! ~

h

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due atsigning is $297 whic~ includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6;30/05

..

.. ...

Gotonlessl

.~

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $295, which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&( See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05.

.• 4Yr/50,000 Mile·Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv, . • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Po~ertrain warrantv
Warranty up to Ei years! See Salesperson for Details, Interest Rates as low as 2:9°/o. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 6/30/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

University of Dayton completes
land dear for 49-aae expansion
DAYTON, Ohio...:_ The
University of Dayton plans
to expand its no-acre campus by acquiring 49 acres of·
land from nearby NCR Corp.
.
for $25 million.
The Roman Catholic col.lege announced Monday
.that it had agreed to buy the
tract that currently includes ·
two buildings, two parking
lots, two soccer· fields and
acres of undeveloped land
The school and NCR
reached a tentative deal in
February 2004, but waited
for results of water and soil
tests before completing it.
The site contains chemicals
left over from when NCR
made mechanical ca5h registers.
University
President
Daniel Curran said he
expects the school to spend
more than $3.5 million to
remove the contamination.
The university has received
$2.5 million in federal funds
for the cleanup. ·
Part of the new tract also
will be used for commercial
development, Curran said.
The school plans to work
wlth city and county officials
on the development.

Higher ed board asked to
retllink vet student decision
BISMARCK, N.D. -Two
groups are asking the state
Board of Higher Education
to reconsider its decision on
how to fund North Dakota
veterinary students who
attend Kansas State University.
North Dakota, which has
no veterinary school, has
professional arrangements
with the University of Minnesota and the University of
Iowa
Earlier this year, the Legislature approved a contract
with Kansas State for five
freshmen students each year
during ·the next.two years, to
deal with a shortage of large
animal vets in North Dakota
Lawmakers set aside
$262,500 for the program
and ordered the Board of
Higher Education to fine!
ways to ensure the program's future.
Last month, the board
decided to pay for just two
students a year, to ensure
there would be enough
money to support the students until they earned their
degrees.
The state Veterinary
Medical Association and the
North Dakota Stockmen's
Association say the board
should follow legislative
intent and pay for five students.

University of Hawaii scrambling
to secure fall student housing

LSAT.Strategy
Workshop
At this free workshop, you'll try out some of the toughest
LSAT questions and learn winning strategies from a
Kaplan LSAT expert to help you succeed on Test Day.

'-Wednesday, June 22, 2005 at .7pm
UCF Student Union
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Michael Jackson fans and supporters celebrate following his acquittal of all charges on Monday.
FROM

A2

versity records. Of those, nearly three-fourths, 3,446, were
blacks.
·
More than 200 anti-lynching bills were introduced into
Congress during that time, but
Southern · conservative senators wielding their filibuster
powers refused to act.

4-year-old boy dies after riding
Epcot's Mission: Space attraction

have ended a limit on the num-.
b.e i of embryos that can be created at one time and lifted bans
on freezing them for future
implantation or screening
them for defects. In addition, a
provision that gives embryos
the same legal rights as those
who are born would have been
eliminated.

Fri.d ay, "J.uly 8, 2005 at 1 pm
UCF Student Union ,

Cargo plane crashes in Fort
Lauderdale street, five injured

Don't miss th.is free workshop. Call or visit
us online to reserve your seat today!

· FORT LAUDERDALE - A
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. vintage cargo plane sheared off
- A 4-year-old boy died after the tops of trees and narrowly
passing out while aboard Walt missed·homes as its pilot guidDisney World's Mission: Space ed it to a fiery landing Monday
attraction - an Epcot ride that in the middle of a city street.
has caused previous hospital- Two people on the ground and
izations because of its intensity. three aboard the plane were
Daudi Bamuwamye, of Sell- 1• injured.
ersville, Pa., passed out MonThe co-pilot told firefightday afternoon · while on the ers a fuel line broke and one of
attraction, which simulates a· the DC-3's two engines was in
' rocket lailnch and trip to Mars. flames before the crash,
The Orange County Sheriff's Stephen Mcinerny, assistant
Office said his mother, Agnes, chief of operations for Fort
who was on the ride with Lauderdale Fire Rescue, told
Daudi and his sister, carried the Associated Press.
him off the-ride and employees
Both people hurt on the
helped her place him on a ground were hospitalized, one
bench. ·
in serious condition, Mcinerny
· Paramedics tried to revive said. He had no other informahiffi; but he died about 5 p.m. at tion about either. .
Celebration Hospital.
The World War II-era airSince the ride opened in craft crashed between several
2003, seven people have been homes and apartments, in the
taken to the hospital for chest middle of a tree-lined street
pains, fainting or nausea after about three miles east of the
riding Mission: Space, a $100 airport.
million attraction that is one of
Disney World's most popular.
Temple University student dies

Senators delay energy bill vote;
seek offshore drilling ban extension
TALLAHASSEE - Florida's
U.S. senators and a coalition of
their colleagues will delay a
vote on a federal energy bill
until a ban on drilling in federal waters off Florida and other
states is extended, Sen. Bill
Nelson said Monday. ·
The coalition objects to pos. sible amendments that could
lift a Clinton-era ban on
drilling in .federal waters,
which, at their closest on deepwater coasts, begin as few as
three miles offshore. It also
plans to fight aprovision in the
bill calling for an inventory of
oil and gas reserves in those
federal waters, Nelson's office
said.
Nelson says he and Sen. Mel
Martinez, a Republican, will be
joined in the effort by senators
from some states bordering the
· Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.
Offshore drilling has been
allowed for decades off southern . California and Texas,
Louisiana, . Mississippi and
Alabama in the Gulf of Mexico.

HONOLULU The
University of Hawaii at
Manoa is already scrambling
to secure student housing
.for the Fall in Honolulu's
tight rental market. ·
The school has only 3,000
dormitory spaces on campus
.but an enrollment of 20,000.
There is a shortage of rooms
even though many students
commute from home.
Officials are trying to
avoid a repeat of last summer's housing crisis - one
of the University of Hawaii's
worst in recent memory.
Last year, by July about
1,400 students at Manoa
were on the waiting list for
housing for the fall semester.
Although UH expects to
add 700 more dorm rooms
on campus by 2007 and an
additional 2,000 by 2010, that
won't help this' year.
Failure to overturn Italy's assisted
fertility law scores Vatican victory
Fall enrollment ·at the
Manoa campus, as well as
ROME - In victory for the
Hawaii Pacific University
Vatican, Italian voters shunned
and Chaminade University, · a referendum that would have
look set to match levels last
eliminated bans on egg and
year, p:ieaning .demand for
sperm donation, freezing
rooms will be strong.
·
embryos and other widely
Priority for campus housused methods by cquples
ing goes to freshmen and
wanting to have children.
sophomore transfer stuThe .four ballot measures
dents, then local students
drew 25.9 pez:cent of eligible
living the farthest from camvoters, . roughly half the
pus. Mainlande~ and interrequired turnout of 50 percent
national students follow,
plus one for the results to be
· then Hawaii students living . binding on Parliament.
closer to UH. Late applicants
The vote was seen as a test
have last priority.
of the Vatican's influence in a
The university is accelercountry that is overwhelmingly
Roman Catholic but · has
ating its housing application
process this year so it will be
strayed from church doctrine,
able to inform those left out
notably by approving divorce
soo~er.
and abortion in referendums
decades ago.
,
TH"~ referendums would
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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from gunshot wound to neck

PHILADELPHIA - A senior at Temple University has
died from injuries he suffered
during a shooting inside his offcampus apartment, police said.
Bryan Yeshion, 21, of
Doylestown, died early Sunday
morning of a gunshot wound to
the neck. He was shot Friday
afternoon inside his third-floor
apartment near Temple's
North Philadelphia campus.
Temple security officials said
two men barged into the apart- ·
ment and argued with Yeshion
before one·of them shot him.
Police said the shooting was
being investigated as possible
drug-related. Authorities did
.not elaborate.
Rob Darrow, a friend of the
victim and a fellow member of
the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity,
said Yeshion was not a drug
dealer and had quit smoking
marijuana seven weeks before
he was shot.
, Yeshion, who wouid have
entered his senior year in the
fall, wanted to pursue a career
in broadcasting and film.
Friends
and
teachers
described him as a good student and hard worker who was '
also' big-hearted and fun loving.

a

(

Tennessee school leaders ban ·
Rebel flag from school events
MARYVILLE, Tenn. - The
Rebel flag is on its way to being
banned at any Maryville school
.
system events.
The Maryville Board of
Education voted on first reading to ban flags and other disruptive items Monday night
during its monthly meeting.
Though the Confederate
battle flag has never officially
represented the school, it"s
been a symbol long-associated
with the school system and its
sports,nickname, the Rebels.
Several years ago, the flag
was removed from school
buildings and publications.
};
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.D Apartment Amenities.

.D Communi Features
)

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
· · • UCF Shuttle
• Basketball Court .
• Beach ~olleyball Court
·Two Swimming Pools ·
· • DVD and Video Game Rental
• Wireless Internet at the Pool '

.

•Townhouse Style . ,
· • lndivid_ual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,

• Kitchen and Dining
• Cable TV w/3 HBOs
·• High Speed Ethernet
*Call for details

•.Pet Friendly

·Hardwood Floors
• Utilities Included

t:a111a1
S11ec1a1s

(407) 277-4007 '

Experience
, .·College Life .1nQiviQuql Leq;~
·,· with the 2 best
addresses near·

UCF!·
~~ .
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.. WELCOME H0ME

College Station Apartments offers the finest in student living. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life ea.sier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a.hecti.c day of studying and classes. hi your free time y~u can relax in the
5un by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
looking for, come to Col_lege Station Apartments!

HIGH SPEED.INTERNET

FREE SHUnLE·to UCF

Service in all 4 bedrooms.

.

l111limt!OCKJ/A

No other Internet service required.

Ctlw~

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricity, water, sewage, alarm,

~lNJJ)am!J~
!1mii1&am1J~

~Jkiximj]
t

.

security, trash, pest control

No need to drive when you
ride. Runs every 15 minutes. ,

CQl'I

~
M

CABLE TV with HBO
Service in all 4 bedrooms
with 60+ <hannels plus 3 HBO's.

• (401) 213-5151.

www.universityhquse.coin "

All is not lost for scholarship
losers, re-application a must ··
FROM

A1

ents don't support me finanoially, so I was scared and mad
that I couldn't afford to take
five classes anymore."
Brown said that she also did
not know that she could get
Bright Futures back. "Now that
I know, I plan to re-apply for it
at the end of the Spring [semester]."
John Hartman, also a junior
majoring in hospitality management, said he did know
what he had to do to keep the
scholarship.
"I just messed up," he said.
Hartman said that after he lost
the scholarship, he flunked out
of school and moved back
home.
"I worked a lot and played
sports. I also went to a community college for a while," Hartman said. "When I got my life \
in order, I came back to UCF."
Hartman said his parents
gave him the money to come
back to school after he promised to get his degree. "I'm so
glad my parents had the money
to do that for me because I

won't have any loans to pay
off."
Greg Lucas from the UCF
Counseling Center says that
many students who have lost
their Bright Futures have
sought counsel at the center.
''What we try to do here is
help students work out whatever was going on in their lives
·that caused them to lose their
schol:µ-ship," he said. "If it's not
something we deal with specif' ically, we try to get them to the
right people to help them."
Lucas said students who
have lost · the scholarship
should also visit the Office of
Student Financial Assistance
and the Student Academic
,Resource Center for help:
Stephan Lewis, a~sistant
director of Student Financial
Assistance at UCF added that
students who lose Bright
Futures should apply for other
grants and scholarships as well
as loans. "Students need to
know that when they lose
Bright Futures, all is not lost."
Lewis said students who
need more information about
financial aid options should

visit financial aid's Web site,
finaid.ucf.edu. Students should
also check WWw.firn.edu/doe/
brfutures or contact the Florida
Department of Education by
phone at 1-888-827-2004 for
specific questions about their
scholarship. ·
Students who need academic help should visit the Student
Academic Resource Center
located in Room 113 of Howard
Phillips Hall or its Web site
www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu.
·
The Florida Bright Futures
Scholarship Program was created in 1997. Bright Futures is an
academic scholarship based on
students' high school Gi>A, SAT
scores and community service.
The scholarship pays for
undergraduate students to take
up to 132 credit hours. Students
have seven years to use their
scholarship once they get their
first payment.
·
The FBFSP, funded by the
Florida Lottery, paid about
$34.2 million for UCF students ·
in 2003-04. The program has
paid more than $1 billion for
585,494 students statewide
since it started.

New faculty comes with growth
FROM

A1

plans some tremendous
growth.
Thirty-four new faculty
members and new degree pro-;
grams will be added with the
expansion of the college. Currently the only majors offered
are bachelor's degrees in
molecular biology and microbiology, and medical laboratory sciences, a master's degree
in molecular biology and
microbiology and a doctorate
in biomolecular science. Kolattukudy said in the future they
plan to offer a bachelor's in
biotechnology.
The college also plans to
offer a Master of Science-Master of Business Administration
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Individual Leases!
Cable/Ethernet Included!
Resort Style Pool & Ifot Tub!
Covered Parking Av:tila hie!
Full Activities Calendar!

•

'
COURTESY UCF PHOTOS

The biomedical school will offer many new degrees, including a bachelor's in biotechnology.

degree, which will work with
the College of Business
Administration to focus on the

managerial side of medicine.
All of these degrees will be
provided in the Fall of 2006.
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. 'S preading news one blOg at a time
Students use Internet Weblogs as way
) to share interests and make friends
I

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOG

Depression .
'-.,,.~

...Are All of Your Df:iYS Cloudy?

~~

• Sad, worthless or guilty
• ·Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhea.rted or blue

A recent Pew/American Life Project survey about.Weblogs
revealed some interesting facts about the growing sensation:

UCF community on LiveJour• 12 percent of Americans with access
• In 2004, Weblog readership
nal. He and three other friends
to the Internet have posted on ablog
increased
by
58
percent,
moderate the postings on the
. People around the world, UCF LiveJournal community
·Only 38 percent of Americans with
·More than 8 million people
including thousands of UCF to provide a haven for users.
· Internet access know what a blog is
nationwide
have
created
a
blog
students and alumni, interact
·~ lot of times it comes
with one another on every- down to common decency, as
• 5 percent of on line Americans get .
• 27 percent of Americans with access
thing from textbook sales to well as the need to protect oththeir news from biogs
to
the
Internet
have
read
a
blog
professional
endeavors ers," says Cohen. "We are not
· ) through blogging.
officially sanctioned by UCF.
In the vast world oflntemet We allow no alcohol or drug"Weblogs,'' anyone with com- related postings. You have to ·sons why UCF students have wave of exploring the world at
puter savvy and a working keep it fun, but up to real- chosen MySpace over Live- large.
modem can have legions of world standards."
"Poised between media,
Journal, ]?ut tnany say it began
devotees reading about their
Cohen loves · just how with someone asking them to (newspapers and television)
thoughts, their interests, or accessible getting to know join.
biogs can be as nuari.ced and
even their missions and cru- people has become. "I used to
"It's an epidemic," says well-sourced as traditional
sades. Bloggers, those who joke I knew roughly a third of Justin Harvey, 24, class of 2007, journalism," says Andrew Sul- ·
maintain Weblogs, are not a the campus meeting them "I got started when my friend livan of Wired Magazine.
recent phenomenon.
through LiveJournal." Yet he sent me a link to her site, and ·~ct it all, this much is clear:
"In 1998 there were just a cautions that blogging isn't all from there it just exploded."
the phenomenon 'is real. Bloghandful of sites of the type 'that fun and games; if not careful,
MySpace users can alter ging is changing the media
are identified as Weblogs (so people's lives ca:ri be scruti- their sites with music, colorful world and could, I think,
named by Jorn Barger in nized.
ihterfaces and pictures. "You foment a revolution in how
December 1997). Jesse James
"There are some things that try to outdo each other in journalism functions in our
Garrett, editor · of Infosift, don't belong online - for all terms of design and HTML culture."
began compiling a list of'other those I have· a paper journal. It bling,'' Harvey said. "Just when
At MySpace.com users can
sites like his' as he found them comes to understanding what you think you've gone as far as register school associations:
.) in his travels around the Web," belongs where."
you can - you'll text message current UCF students 5,350;
says Rebecca Blood in
Cohen's younger sister who your friend and they've added alumni, 1,585. The UCF LiveWeblogs: A History and Per- starts at UCF in the Fall .s tarted a dimension you never even Journal community has fewer
spective.
her own UCF community on thought of - it's HTML war- users, 1,291, but it appears to be
"The original Weblogs LiveJournal to meet other fare." Others, not wanting to a more tight-knit and lasting
were link-driven sites,'' writes incoming freshmen. She's make friends, use the site to community, mostly .due to the
Blood. "Each was a mixture in already interacted with 15 market themselves and their welcoming and cordial nature
) unique proportions of links, other students and hopes to talents.
of Cohen and his clan of modcommentary, and · personal meet more. Yet the debate
Michael
or
Q-Burns erators.
thoughts and essays."
rages on - what is perception Abstract Message, 36, class of
Among the reasons to regIQ the eight years ·since and what is reality in the veil of 1993, who is currently on tour ister as UCF affiliates are the
)
blogging began, sites have the Internet?
in England and Scotland, uses school pages, forums and
expanded their domain from
Many like the free enter- MySpace to promote his work groups MySpace offers. It
simple monochromatic jour- prise and lack ' of censorship. as self-proclaimed, "Music allows users to reunite, meet,
) nals, to full-color Web !iites "Its Web interface, accessible producer, DJ, mogul and ama- form study groups and conwith music, videos, HTML from any browser, consists of teur luchador." Because of his nect with fellow students and
customization and · photo an empty form box into which touring schedule he was alumni. LiveJournal doesn't
mosaics. Among the favorite the blogger can type ... any- unavailable for comment, but offer quite as many options,
sites
. today
are thing: a passing thought, an anyone logging onto his site but the UCF community is
LiveJournal.com
and extended essay, or a childhood can clearly see the power of' well managed and manicured
MySpace.com. MySpace is recollection," remarks. Blood. self-promotion and guerrilla to weed out inappropriate
free of charge and users create "With a click, Blogger will post marketing. Message touts as postings and salacious solicia profile on the main site dis- the ... whatever ... on the many as 2,289 "friends" listed tors.
closing as much or as little writer's Web site, archive it in on MySpace with numerous
Will blogs and its related
information as they like. There the proper place, and present hyperlinks to his Web site for media be the future of commu> are more bells and whistles
the writer with another empty interested enthusiasts.
nication? Only technology will
availalXe to the novice user on box, just waiting to be filled."
Discussion forums and tell.
MySpace ·than on LiveJournal
MySpace glorifies the groups exist within blogging
"I like the world being con- and both sites have their process. Not only can blog communities to collectively nected this way 24/7,'' Harvey
' devoted fan base.
readers post a site handle or offer like-minded individuals a said. "It just proves how small
Adam Cohen, 22, class of username, but a picture as platform to rant, rave and . we are and how many options
2006, is a moderator for the well. There are a variety of rea- regroup. Biogs are the new for living we truly have."

ABEER ABDALLA
Contributing Writer

)>\

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. ·or .Linda Harper of
CNS Healthcare in Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA'approved clinical trials, is
conducting a medical research study for individuals 18-80 years of age who are
experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all study-related medical
, care will be provided at no charge and you may be compensated up to $350 for time and
travel.
·
CNS Healthcare strives to improve the lives of everyone experiencing depression. Researeh is
the answer to finding new treatment options. Call today for more infonnation.

40 7-425-5100
1-877-926-5100
www.cnshealthcare.com
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MEMBERSHIP
• Large Selection
of New Releases
·Video Games
·All Systems Available for
Rental
·Adult Movies
•Tape Transfer to DVD's
·International Transfers

401·273·3141
12215 University Blvd.

(Across from UCF, Next to Domino's Piua)

Hours: Sunday-Thurs Noon-10

Friday &Saturday Noon-Midnight

Unlimited Rentals
No .late Fees
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,,.-------------52 FREE Rentals

.1 Every Week for 1Year.
With FREE new Membership
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.Adult Movies Only

+tax

Up to 2 at a time
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I
Rent S $,
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I for Days (5 Day Rental Only)
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Rent 2 New Releases, Get 3rd New
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•The first sorority was founded in 1851 and the first fraternity in 1825 •

•85°/o of.Fortu~e 500 Executives belong to a fraternity or sorority•
•Both fem,ale members of the Supreme Court belong·to sororities•
~
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•Greeks
nationally ·complete over 10 million hours of volunteer service annually•
.
.
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~ ~Over
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85o/o of student leaders on 730 campuses are members of Greek letter organizations•

•Sorority Recruitment 2005•
egister Now!
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LEAD Scholars sees record number
FROM
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captain of the conference champion and nationally ranked
cheerleading squad. Bamberski
also served as class president
and a student governmen~ senator for three years, in addition to
holding the vice presidencies of
the National Honor Society and
the French Legion of Honor.
Bamberski had worked hard
to ensure her dream of attending
the University of Florida would
be a reality, but the long-time
Gator fan would soon make a
decision that would change her
life, a decision many similarly
· accomplished students have
made.
The path that would lead
Bamberski to UCF began when
she researched another dream,
becoming a forensic scientist
and working for the FBI. Bamberski soon discovered that UCF
had the best program in the state
· and abandoned her dreams of
being a Gator for hopes of
Knighthood.
''When I visited the campus
last fall I fell in love and knew
that UCF was the place I wanted
to be," Bamberski said. "The
campus was beautiful and every
person I spoke with loved being
there and couldn't stop praising
how wonderful UCF is." It was at

.

MARK JUSTICE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Incoming freshman Nicole Bamberski chose UCF over her longtime Florida Gator dedication.

this point that Bamberski asked
herself; ''Who wouldn't want to
be a part of that?"
Bamberski is not alone in her
choice however, Micki Pannozzo-Meyer, assistant director of
the LEAD Scholars Program,
encounters many of the students
who made UCF their first
choice.
The LEAD Scholars Program,
which has been recognized in
the past as the top leadership
development program in the
state, works to build accom- ·
plished high school students into ·
the leaders of the university. Pan-

nozzo-Meyer feels that ~cause
of the opportunity LEAD Schol- ·
ars offers and the honor.that has ·
been bestowed upon the pro.
gram "many of these students
seek out the university.'.'
These students seem to be
seeking out UCF more than ever
before, as this Friday the Lead
Scholars program will hold it's
largest orientation ever with
nearly 200 new students in
attendance.
Pannozzo-Meyer also mentioned the number of National .
Merit Scholars that UCF attracts,
saying, ''Those are-the students

who truly can go anywhere for a
college education." Last year
UCF welcomed about 30
National Merit Scholars, and
although final numbers are not
in for 2005, UCF expects to have
a similar number joining the
campus as Knights this year.
There are a number of reasons for the growing prominence of UCF. Maybe it is the
academic programs or the
nationally ranked athletic programs at UCF that attract potential students. Others may cite the
highly honored Student Government Association as a reason for
atte,nding, or even UCF's Homecoming, which has also been recognized as a top event among
Florida schools. Most, however,
agree that it is the university's ·
campus that wins over the
majority ofprospective students.
Pannozzo-Meyer, who has
worked on a number of college
campuses, proudly refers to
UCF as "one of the most beautifu1 and aesthetically pleasing
campuses I have been on."
Regardless of the reasons this
new breed of overachieving stu- .
dents has decided to call UCF
home~ They are here in record
numbers, and at least in the case
of Bamberski, they do not plan
on putting an end to their overachievement any time soon.
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Fraternity claims branding is
by choice, not act of hazing
physical injury and sometimes the elements, forced consumpdeath."
tion of any food, liquor or drug
''I think there is a much more ... or forced physical activity that
cute members of my organization," Washington said. "I'll positive way to impart brother- could adversely affect the physi- ·
never risk my personal freedom hood and sisterhood and team- cal health or safety of the stuor college education for any- building,'' added Hasner, who dent."
explained how he spent much
And in addition to consent
thing."
If prosecutors do start bring:- of his life working to achieve no longer being a valid defense
ing charges against students for just that as a chapter offi<::er, . against the crime of hazing,
branding their fellow fraternity advisor, and ultimately national members of campus organizabrothers, Washington says he officer of Phi Delta Theta frater- tions . hazing others can no
longer escape culpability even if
and his brothers will launch a nity.
"By increasing the penalties the activity resulting in the
campaign to change the law.
Citing the First Amend- and criminalizing hazing in the death or injury of the hazing vicment's guarantee of freedom of state of Florida, I'm confident tim wasn't part of an official
expression, Washington said that we're going to put more stu- organizational event. ·
members should not be restrict- dents on notice that the state
Prosecution can now occur
ed from bearing their fraterni- will no longer tolerate this type even if the fraternity's leaderty's symbol on their body in the of behavior,'' Hasner said.
ship or general membership had
A ·major intent behind the no knowledge the action was
form of a brand, much like they
wouldn't be restricted from hav- law appears to focus on pre- taking place, and only a handful
ing the symbol tattooed onto venting whaf Hasner describes of members violate the law on
as hazing incidents that "may their own.
their skin.
Another key addition to the
The state should "at least seem like fun and games," but
define [branding] a different · instead "result in serious injury ,definition of hazing is the language providing that hazing
way," he .said, suggesting a dis- or sometimes even death."
tinction be drawn between inciVictims often consent to occurs for "purposes, including,
dents of forced branding and activities that seem harmless or but not limited to, initiation" ·
the consensual branding that his fun, but unfortunately end in into a campus organization.
fraternity brothers enjoy as a tragedy.
This language also throws out
"Willing participants some- another frequent defense organsymbol of pride in their organitimes aren't willing partici- izations use when trying to beat
zation.
But while Washington says pants,'' Hasner said, while point- accusations ofhazing - that the
branding is "not that big of a ing out how it was difficult for act was not required as a condideal," and compares it to getting prosecutors to obtain a convic- · tion of membership to enter the
a tattoo, other UCF students see tion in battery criminal cases organization.
it as uru;lecessary.
·
related to hazing before his bill
Prior to Hasner's bill, hazing
"I can't even think ofa reason became law, because perpetra- plaguing Florida's universities
why people would do it, I really tors used the victim's consent as was handled by university and
can't,'' said senior Ashley Sturm, a defense in court.
fraternity judicial boards. The
who feels the law should stay
"This new law prevents the biggest punishment previously
the way it is. "Because if the arm perpetrators of hazing from dished out for hazing was expul- '
· gets infected, then tliey can using the victim's consent as a sion from school - a slap on the
throw it back on the fraternity defense," Hasner said. "It's an wrist compared to the five years
and say they were pressured important new distinction in in jail violators now face.
the law:•
. into it."
Hasner says he is "very posiAside from increasing the tive about the outlook of frater"It just creates more harm
than good," the criminal justice penalties for hazing, the bill only . nities and the role they play in
major continued. "There are slightly altered the definition of society." Hasner says his co~
going to be those issues you just hazing, which in part reads, "any mitment to the Greek system
action or situation that reckless- will not end now that the Chad
can't escape."
Looking beyond the brand- ly or intentionally endangers the Meredith Act has passed.
"I've made myself available
ing issues, Hasner called hazing mental or physical health or
to all the state universities,'' Hasan "epidemic" plaguing th.e safety of a student ... "
The law cites the following ner said. "I will travel to any of
state, and condemned the
recent rash of incidents - . as further examples of hazing: the schools - at my own costincluding a high school soccer "pressuring or coercing the stu- to speak to student groups and
player from Deltona who was dent into violating state or fed- the Greek system and explain
dropped on her head during a eral law, any brutali,ty of a phys- why it was so important to make
hazing incident - as "senseless ical nature, such as whipping, hazing a criminal act in the ~tate
and heinous acts that lead to beating, branding, exposure to of Florida"
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"I would only consider leaving UCF if Jwas selected in the top
five rounds, and the Cubs met my expectations."
'
'

-

,,

UCF PITCHER MIKE BILLEK, COMMENTING ON BEING DRAFTED IN THE THIRD ROUND OF THE MLB FIRST-YEAR PLAYER DRAFT

)

'I

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights' Mike Billek was one of seven Knights to be selected in the Major League Baseball First-Year Player Draft, which was held last week in New York City. The six-foot-four right-handed junior was taken by the Chicago Cubs in the third round with the 108th overall selection.

elcome to.the big lea~
~

clearly hasn't done much to get rid of the Curse of the
Billy Goat. Now Mike Billek will head to the Cubs to do
all he can to reverse the misfortune for the team commonly referred to as the "Loveable Losers."
The 6-foot-4 junior right-handed pitcher was the
first UCF player selected in this year's MLB draft. The
Mike Billek and Dr~w Butera became only fifth andc Cubs took him in the third round with the 108th overall
sixth players, respectively, under Coach Jay Bergman to pick.
be selected in the top five rounds of the draft since 2001.
Billek, UCF's opening day starter this year, is the
Not only were current UCF players taken in the first Knight to be drafted by the Cubs since Brad King
draft, but future Knights as well. The Knights had a: was taken in the 19th round of the 1996 draft.
school record five recruits taken last Wednesday, the
"I am pretty excited," Billek said. "I would only conhighest coming in the 22nd round.
sider leaving UCF if I was selected in the top five
So here's a breakdown of the drafted Knights, and rounds and the Cubs met my expectations. I played
where you can expect to see them in the future.
with some of the Cubs minor leaguers in high school
and I am just excited to be drafted in the top five
Mike Billek:
rounds."
Billek, who went undrafted after high school,
Chicago Cubs
Blowing up the cursed "Bartman baseball" didn't
PLEASE SEE BIG ON A10
work, and bringing in Dusty Baker to manage the Cubs

Pitcher Mike Billek headlines the second most
·active MLB draft in the history of the Knights
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

Sure, baseball season may be over for the Knights,
but some ofUCF's biggest stars on the diamond are still
making baseball news this off-season in a major league
way.
Last week the Major League Baseball First-Year
Player Draft was held in New York City, and with it
came one of the best draft showings in UCF baseball
history. . ·
Seven Knights were selected by MLB teams in this
year's draft, bested only by the 1998 draft when UCF
had a school record 10 players taken in the draft.

Coaching staff changes
announced by O'Leary
Vacancy left by tight
ends coach results in
a shakeup in UCF
football's front office
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

'

With the football season rapidly
approaching, Coach George O'Leary
announced Monday that there
would be some changes in his staff
for the upcoming campaign. All the
changes reach into O'Leary's storied
past at Georgia' Tech.
Eric Green, UCF's tight ends
coach since last year is resigning
due to family issues.
"I wish Eric and his family well in
the future," O'Leary said. "He has
done a terrific job with our tight
ends and will be missed on the staff."
The open position that Green
leaves behind set a chain of cdaching changes in motion.
Tim Salem, who was UCF's offen-

sive coordinator and quarterbacks
coach last year, will continue to
serve in his capacity as .offensive
coordinator but instead of coaching
the quarterbacks this year, he will
fill Green's position of tight ends
coach.
Former Georgia Tech standout
quarterback George Godsey, who
served as UCF's offensive graduate
assistant coach-last season, has been .
promoted to fill the quarterback's
coach position.
"If you hire the right people initially," O'Lecuy said of Godsey. "You
can promote from within your program and I always look to do that."
At Georgia Tech as an all-ACC
quarterback under O'Leary, Godsey
compiled an especially impressive
record, considering that he. only
started two seasons. He holds the
school record for career completion
percentage (.633) and he·has the second highest career pass efficiency
rating (143.64) in Tech history, fifth
best in ACC history.
·
Godsey also stands third in
school history in career passing
yards (6,137), completions (484) and

touchdown passes (41).
On Monday O'Leary also named
Brent Key as the Knights' new offensive graduate assistant coach, and
Thomas Balkcom was announced as
the new defensive graduate assistant.
.Key, who was also a former Georgia Tech standout under O'Leary,
started all four years as the team's
right guard, starting 43 games.
He was an all-conference lineman, and during his time at Georgia
Tech the Yellow Jackets ranked in
the top three in the ACC in rushing
every season.
Balkeom, was a strong safety for
the Yellow Jackets from 1987-90 and
started two years. Playing in the Citrus Bowl should bring back some
good memories for Balkcom who
was part of the 1990 National Championship team, which captured their
title with a victory over Nebraska at
the Knights current home.
Balkcom has coaching experience on both the high school and
collegiate level, including jobs at
Morris Brown College and Morehouse College.

UCF's Top S picks
• Mike Billek: Third round
draft pick of the Chicago
Cubs.
• Drew Butera: Fifth round
draft pick of the New York
Mets.
• John-Michael Howell:
Ninth round draft pick of
the Washington Nationals.
• Dee Brown: 10th round
draft pick of the
Washington Nationals.
• Darren Newlin: 17th round
draft pick of the Pittsburgh
Pirates.

Hopefully the USGA
learned it's lesson last
year atthe U.S. Open
It's been said
ments.
that the first step
The Masters is
to dealing with an
great and it used
addiction
is
to be my favorite
to watch, but all
that
admitting
you have a probthe members in
their green jackets
lem. So here goes
bring a sort of
nothing.
stuffy quality to it.
My name is
THE EXTRA POINT
The enduring
Andy Vasquez
image
in my head
and I am addicted
ANDY VASQUEZ
to golf.
Sports Editor
is a whole bunch
of extremely old,
OK, it may not
be the bombshell confession that you not to mentlon extremely white, men
all hoped for, but I refuse to talk [at walking around talking about how
least publicly] about my so-called exclusive their club is, and refusing to
addiction to a certain somewhat "fem- accept change. As the club has
showed repeatedly over the years, it
inine" television show.
So yes, I am a golf dork, and· I'm grips on to its storied past like a little
proud of it, and when ESPN clicks on kid afraid to lose their protective blanwith their coverage of the U.S. Open ket, refusing to embrace opportunities
tomorrow at 10 am., I will be tuning in to alter the stereotypes of Southern
and hoping to pick something up in culture. By the way, they are comTiger's swing that might help me hit pletely entitled to do this, because
they are a private organization, and
the ball just a little bit better.
There has always been something · nobody can or should be able to tell
intriguing about the U.S. Open that them what to do.
makes me want to watch a little bit
PLEASE SEE SORRY ON A10
more than any of the other tourna-

---------

Big league opportunity aWaits
FROM A9

b ecomes the 21st pitcher to be
drafted during the tenure of pitching coach and recruiting coordina' Craig
. Cozart.
tor
' "This is another example of the
excellent developmental program
Craig Cozart has installed with our
pitchers," Bergman said. "This is an
exciting day for [Billek] and his
family."
, Billek's stock in the eyes of
scouts went up at UCF's fall scout
day where his fastball topped out at
a blistering 95 mph on the radar
gun.
This season Billek served as
both a starter and a reliever for the
Knights.
In 90.2 innings of work this year
he had 84 strikeouts and 33 walks
while compiling a record of 4-3
with a 4.07 ERA.

Drew Butera:
New York Mets
This year UCF catcher Drew
Butera gained national attention
with the Knights as a semifinalist
for the Johnny Bench Award, given
annually to the nation's top collegiate catcher. Now Butera will take
his skills to the biggest media stage
in the world after being drafted by
the New York Mets in the third
round of the MLB draft.
Butera, who has signed with the
Mets and will forego his senior season, was only the third player
selected by the Mets through five
rounds.
"I am ecstatic," Butera said. "It is
a dream come true and I have plenty of family in the New York area"
The junior catcher, drafted 148th
overall, is only the second position
player from UCF in the last two
years to be drafted in the top five
rounds.
Considered one of the best
defensive catchers in the country,
Butera held opponents to a paltry
30 stolen bases in 58 tries. His .325
batting average was the second
·best for the Knights this se'ason,
· and h e set career highs in hits (67),
runs (48),_doubles (13), triples (2),
home runs (5), RBis (41), total
bases (99) and stolen bases (IO).
"[Butera] is arguably the best
catcher we have ever had at UCF,"
Bergman said.
The impressive season not only
earned Butera consideration for
the Johnny Bench Award, but also
selection to the A-Sun second team
and A-Sun all-tournament team.
Butera is the son of former .
Major League catcher Sal Butera
who won a World Series ring with
the Twins.

John-Michael Howell:
Washington Nationals
This season was undoubtedly a
breakthrough campaign for Howell, who came out of nowhere as
one of the Knights most valuable
offensive assets.
"John-Michael came in this year
and provided all of the offensive
punch we needed from the left
side," Bergman said. "He has overcome so much in his life and we are
excited to see him have the opportunity for a professional baseball
career."
Howell, who transferred to the

, ltf \
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' .____,
Knights last year from Florida, had
a stellar first season with the
Knights.
The left-harided slugger hit .348
with 15 homers and 56 RBis in 59
games this season, while playing
both third base and right field.
Howell lead the team in batting
average, hits (78), doubles (18),
total bases (145) and slugging percentage (.647).
Howell, the 264th overall pick, is
currently in contract negotiations
with the Nationals.

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Drew Butera, top, will go down as the best defensive catcher in school history, while Dee Brown, above,
holds many UCF offensive records. Brown and John-Michael Howell were both drafted by the Nationals.

UCF single-season record.
Brown's selection marked only
the third time in school history that
UCF has had four players picked in
the first 10 rounds of the draft.

Darren Newlin:
Pittsburgh Pirates
The Pittsburgh Pirates selected
Newlin, a right-handed pitcher, in
the 17th round of the draft last
week.
Newlin had two consistent
years at UCF after transferring
from Tallahassee Community College in 2003.
He finished his career 14-4 with
a 3.90 ERA in 31 games.
In 140.2 innings of work the senior struck out 107 batters and held
opponents to a .262 batting average.
One of Newlin's highlights came
just a few weeks ago at the A-Sun
tournament, when Newlin held the
top seed Troy to only one run in
seven innings of work as UCF
defeated the Ttojans 5-1.

Marshall Bernhard:
Toronto Blue Jays
The Toronto Blue Jays made
Marshall Bernard the sixth UCF
selection of the MLB draft last
week when they took the senior
shortstop in the 26th round.

Bernhard had a solid senior season playing both positions on the
left side of the infield. After beginning the year at third base, the senior moved to shortstop in the middle of the year and played a key
part in UCF's infield defense.
Bernhard also had the third best
batting average on the team [.324]
and had four home runs and 41
RBis.
In his two years at UCF Bernhard batted .313 with four home
runs and 71 RBis.

Taylor Cobb:
Tampa B~y Devil Rays
Cobb, a redshirt junior righthanded pitcher, was drafted by the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays in the 42nd
round of the MLB draft.
He was the seventh and final
Knight to be drafted.
· Cobb's career at UCF has been
filled with ups and downs. He
showed a lot of promise in his first
two years with the Knights, but
missed the entire 2004 season with
an arm injury.
He returned to limited action
this year appearing in seven games,
starting six of them.
Cobb, who has yet to decide if
he will return to UCF, was 3-1 this
year with a 6.10 ERA. He also had 17
strikeouts and 15 walks.

Sorry Tiger, Phil's my pick for the Open
one point that they had to water it
in the middle of the final round in
Unlike all the other majors, the order for any ball to stop on the
Masters only allows a certain . putting surface.
While it is fun to watch the pro's
amount of their tournament to be
broadcast, and the public couldn't struggle s_o much, anyone who has
see the thrilling final nine holes of ever played golf realizes that what
t;he third round tlils year because it they watched last year wasn't real
golf. It was more of a freak show or
took place on Sunday morning.
Augusta National is no doubt a train wreck.
There is no way tha~ the best
the best-manicured and most
famous course in the entire world, players ii:l the world should be averbut the elitist attitude that the aging nine strokes over par.
The USGA took its fair share of
members carry around really hurts
the tournament's appeal to the heat for losing control of the course
last year, but they hate seeing any
everyday golf fan.
The U.S. Open, on the other player go well under par, and usualhand, is all about the everyday golf ly do anything they can to prevent
fan. Last year, when the Open was it from happening.
No matter what the USGA does,
Held at Shinnecock Hills on Long
Island, the United States Golf Asso- and no matter how bad they screw
ciation went a little overboard on things up, people will watch the
their setup, and the results were U.S. Open. It's up to the USGA
what the people will be watching. If
almost comical.
. The USGA decided that the they drive the course to the edge
course was playing too easy, and to again this year, depriving it of
make it harder and faster they water, the players wont decide the
outcome, but a · bad bounce that
would just stop watering it.
rolls off the green.
Oops.
Mickelson was a victim of one of
• After a night of 30-plus mph
wind, the course dried up faster those bad bounces last year on the
than Mike Tyson's bank account, 71st hole ofthe tournament, and the
and the USGA had a serious prob- ensuing double bogey cost him the
tournament. Mickelson will be in
lem on their hands.
; The best players µi the world contention again this year, and if
vy-ere starting to look like me out the USGA doesn't interfere with
re::U golf again this year, I think he
there.
The scoring average of the best WIIlS.
field in the world was nearly 79,
almost nine strokes above par.
Andy Vasquez can be reached at
~
sports@UCFnews.com
The seventh green was so bad at
FROM A9
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Donovan: Walsh intends to remain in NBA draft
GAINESVILLE - Flonda guard Matt Walsh
has eliminated any chance of returning for his senior season, telling Coach Billy Donovan he plans to
remain in the NBA draft
Walsh had left open the possibility of returning
to school when he declared for. the draft in April
But Donovan said Monday that Walsh informed
him Sunday night that he will not return to the
Gators.
- Donovan also said h~ was ''95 percent sure" that .
guard Anthony Roberson will remain eligible for
the June 28 draft
"I think both guys are going to go," Donovan
said ''Anthony's mind-set is he wants to go,·but he
hasn't said to me, 'I'm doing it. rm going. rm keeping. my name in.' Matt did that last night. Anthony
hasn't. But my feeling is both those two players will
not be back. That's the way I'm looking at it."
Underclassmen who don't sign with agents can
withdraw from the draft by June 21 and return to
school
The 6-foot-6 Walsh led the Gators in 3-point
accuracy, hitting 42.6 percent from beyond the arc,
and finished second on the team in scoring at 14.6
·
points per game last season.
Roberson, the second-leading scorer in the
Southeastern Conference at 17.5 points a game, agonized over whether to turn pro in 2004 before
deciding to return to Gainesville.
He improved much of his game and finished
second in the league's voting for player of the year.
He has great range, good ball-handling skills and a
quick first step.
Donovan said Roberson's draft stock could be
determined next week, when Roberson has about
eiiht workouts scheduled for NBA teams.
Without Walsh and Roberson, the Gators would
be left with a p0tential starting lineup that includes
·sophomore guard Taurean Green, junior guard Lee
Humphrey, sophomore forward Corey ·Brewer,
· senior forward Adrian Moss and sophomore center
AlHorford
Roberson and Walsh are the first Florida players
to declare early for the NBA draft since Mike Miller
and Donnell Harvey in 2000.
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Defense trying to prevent jail time for former booster

Dee Brown:
Washington Nationals
If John-Michael Howell does
decide to skip his senior year at
UCF and sign with the Nationals,
he will join his UCF road trip
roommate Dee ·Brown in the
nation's Capital.
The Nationals took Brown, who
holds nearly every offensive record
in UCF history, in the 10th round of
last weeks MLB draft.
"I am ready to get back on the
field," Brown said. "John-Michael
[Howell] and I were talking about
[getting drafted by the same team]
two weeks ago and now its actually
happened. It's great."
The senior power hitter was a
two-year starter at fullback for the
football team. This year Brown
decided to focus exclusively on
baseball, a choice that has proven
to work in his favor.
"Dee holds most of UC F's offensive records and I am very proud
and excited for him," Bergman said.
"His power numbers really
improved once he focused solely
on baseball. It's hard to play both
sports and for him to play both so
well and also be an honor roll student. It just shows how complete of
a person Dee is."
In his four years at UCF Brown,
the 294th selection, compiled an
impressive record. He leaves as the
school's all-time leader in RBis
(229) and hits (298). He is also top
10 in school history in runs, doubles, home runs and total bases.
Brown finished his career with a
.344 batting average and 26 homers,
18 of them coming this year, the

State &Nation

MEMPHIS, Tenn. - A former Alabama football
booster convicted of bribing a high school coach
to get a top recruit to sign with the Crimson Tide
was sentenced Monday to six months in prison.
Logan Young, 64, also was sentenced to six
months home confinement after his release from
prison and then two years' supervised release.
U.S. District Court Judge Daniel Breen allowed
Young to remain free pending appeal
Prosecutors asked for a sentence of two years to
30 months in prison. .Young sought probation,
house arrest and public service.
Young already has been ordered to pay $96,100
in restitution for structuring bank withdrawals to
hide a crime.
Young said he was not upset that his chiefaccus.er, former high school coach Lynn Lang, avoided jail
time after pleading gtiilty to taking part in a racketeering conspiracy.
.
"I don't have a problem with that," Young said as
he left the federal courthouse. "I'm happy with
what I got"
Young said he believes his lawyers have a good
chance of overturning his conviction at the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Lang testified against Young, saying he paid
$150,000 to get defensive lineman Albert Meatl$ to
sign with Alabama five years ago.
He was convicted under federal law of money
laundering and racketeering conspiracy. The
underlying offense, howev~r. was a violation of
state law, bribing a public servant.
Young's lawyers said he needs a kidney transplant and could not get proper medical care in
prison.
Before sentencing, Young asked the judge, ''I beg
you to let me'" continue to get my transplant, hopefully within the next six months."
Lang testified at Young's trial that other universities, including Georgia, Kentucky, Arkansas,
Memphis, Mississippi, Michigan State and Tennessee, offered him money or jobs to get Means.
No charges were filed against anyone with those
schools. Three former coaches, Rip Scherer of
Memphis, Jim Donnan of Georgia and Ivy
Williams, an Alabama assistant, testified Lang was
lying.
Means' recruitment became part of an NCAA
investi~tion that led to Sanctions against Alabama
in 2002, costing the Crimson Tide scholarships and
bowl appearances.
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Former Oklahoma point guard transfers to Xavier
CINCINNATI - Former Oklahoma pointguard
Drew Lavender started taking summer classes
Monday at Xavier, where he will sit out the 200~6
season then have two years' eligibility remaining.
Lavender, a McDonald's All-American from
Columbus, will be able to practice with the Muske·
teers this season.
The 5-foot-7 guard started 59 games in his two
seasons at Oklaho:r;na He averaged 9.7 points and
3.2 assists last season, when Oklahoma fmished 258 and made it to the second round of the NCAA
tournament.

Oklahoma State·reports prior NCAA rules violations

JULIE JACOBSON I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Phil Mickelson is my pick to finish atop the U.S. Open leader board at Pinehurst on Sunday. Hopefully when
he, ins his laugh won't be as scary as his fri"'ld, the devil, abov Check out Phil, even he looks concerned.

STILLWATER, Okla - Oklahoma State has
reported several minor violations of NCAA rules in
the past two years, a newspaper reported Sunday.
Among the violations, two football graduate
assistants failed to enroll in enough courses at Oklahoma State and a school vice president improperly
agreed to have an advertisement hung on a gym
wall, according to a story fu Sunday's editions of
The Oklahoman.
.
Graduate assistants David Rausch and Chris
Mccurry violated an NCAA bylaw by not being
enrolled in at least 50 percent of the institution's
minimum hours during the 2003-04 school year,
the newspaper reported. In response, a letter of
admonishment was issued·and corrective measures were taken to monitor graduate assistants'
enrollment hours.
Oklahoma State vice president Michael Heintze
agreed to purchase an institutional advertisement
to be hung on the wall of the gymnasium of a Texas
junior college. The ad was removed, and a compliance and rules discussion with Heintze took place.
J - ASSOCIATED PRESS i
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OUR STANCE
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ne of the most common
misconceptions of Greek
life is hazing. Not every
Greek organization.is guilty of the
heinous act and not everything
they do is always hazing.
Far too often the media reports
on cases where fraternity pledges
or brothers are killed during ritual
acts of violence or situations of
substance abuse. These instances
are sad and uncalled for;.and each
time a new case is reported every
fraternity and sorority takes a step
backward in its cause for destroying negative Greek stereotypes.
Many people have negative
opinions of Greek organizations
aµd that's something all Greeks
have to live.with. There will never
be a time when everyone loves
everything about Greeks and vice
versa But it's still not a reason to
instill negative stereotypes on
members of these organizations,
especially when it comes to
_something as evil as hazing.
More often than not, there will
be a good number of Greeks who
will try to argue a.case for 'good
hazing' as opposed to 'bad hazing.'
The truth is that there is no such
thing as good or bad hazing
because hazing is naturally a horrible thing. However, there are
plenty of occurrences in which
something is labeled as hazing
when it ·c ertainly isn't

Greeks are often robbed of
their ability to make choices for
themselves because there are too
many watchdogs concerned with
the negatives and not enough
people who will let responsible
Greeks act like the adults they're
supposed to be. Not all Greeks act
like adults and some of the childish behavior often overshadows
the ,respectable piembers of the
Gieek'ccimhuni~:which is unfortunate. Ho~ever, it's lliipo~t in
every student's growth process
that he or she be able to make his
or her own decisions and learn
from mistakes.
By no means sho~d a Greek
be allowed to be a fall-down
drunk and run rampant n:µiking
his own laws as he sees fit If a
Greek shoUld happen to commit a
crime of any nature, including
hazing, he should pay a price
related to the crime. If an organization is guilty of a group hazing
violation, then that organization
should undoubtedly be suspended and face the possibility of having its charter revoked
Lost in this argument, though,
is the fact that Greeks are the
same as any other students and
should be able to make a decision
on their own If a Greek member
decides that he wants to brand a
part of his body with the symbol
of his fraternity then so be it It's

his choice to do that to himself,
whether others see it as defacing
his shoulder or showing his pride.
Many Greeks discover a new
sense ofpride in their letters and
brotherhood/sisterhood after joining an organization. No one can
take away ·a person's right to
embrace that pride, whether it be
simply wearing a T-shirt or branding an omega on his chest.
On the other hand, if a member of a Greek organization is
held down and forcefully branded
by members ofhis or her organization then those members are
entirely in the wrong and should
not only be kicked out of school,
but also face criminal charges. A
forceful act against any person is
the exact definition of hazing,
and, in (act, it's plain old assault
There ate Greek organizations
at UCF that have traditions
extending as far back as its inception. Whether it be running down
Greek Park in boxer shorts after
initiation or branding one's arm,
these are things, that if people
choose to do by their own accord,
that are not hazing.
No one has the right to tell
another person what he can or
can't do with his body. What's
next? Telling a Greek that he can't
get his letters tattooed on his
ankle? There's simply no difference.
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It's not hazing lf
it's by choice
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onday afternoon brought
ference presenting the charges,
than any other in history - 2,200
an end to the highly pubDistrict Attorney Tom Sneddon
reporters stood by awaiting the
licized Michael Jackson
appeared to be pleased with himverdict Monday afternoon. Fuelmolestation trial with a controver- self and joked several times with
ing the controversy was the numsial not guilfy verdict that's prothe sheriff. Many have claimed
ber of celebrities who appeared
duced heated emotions on both
that Sneddon actually delighted in both as witnesses and in support
sides of the issue.
ordering deputies to tear apart the ofJackson. One could also argue
infamous Neverland Ranch. It
While mos.t have a passionate
that Jackson showing up in his
stance, and people across the
was even suggested that Sneddon pajamas and dancing on the
created the charges simply to
globe have been shocked by the
rooftop of cars did notdiscourage
jury that found Jackson not guilty
extract revenge against Jackson
the media's involvement
on all counts, few.can be surfor his earlier escape from proseWhen it was all over and a
cution efforts.
prised by the outcome of a trial
press conference was held with
that is inore aptly than any before
An obvious problem with
the jury, the only thfug they
referred to as a media circus.
bringing a man such as Michael
seemed more certain of than their
Jackson before a jtiry of his peers
From the beginning, everynewly forged friendships was the
thing about the trial has suggested is that as one of the highest-selling failure of the prosecution to prove
artists of all time, he has achieved
that the outcome would be conJackson's guilt Several of the
a level of global fame that leaves
troversial, bizarre, and if Jackson
jurors insisted that the prosecuwere found guilty, subject to an
few people alive without some
tion never presented them with a
knowledge of him In addition.
"smoking gun."
instant appeaL His international
there is the concern that finding
In addition to this, jurors cit~d
fame, the legendary antics that
individuals who are Unfamiliar
earned him the title ''wacko
the rude behavior of the victims
Jacko," and even the jury selection with his troubled past is a near
mother as a factor in their verdict
impossible task hnpossible as it
ensured nothing in this case
Several claimed to have been
may have been, neither the prose- offended when she snapped her
would be proven beyond a shadcution nor the defense came close fingers at them, which could, to
ow of a doubt
to selecting a jury that was even
The scene was emotional
some people, be a sound reason
Monday afternoon as an obviousremotely appropriate. Among the
for declaring innocent a potential
1y frightened Jackson entered the
jurors were a woman whose
child molester.
courtroom with his grief-stricken
grandson has faced charges of
Those in awe of the jury's decifainily. As the court clerk read that child molestation, an admitted fan sion should examine the facts a
Jackson had not been found guilty of Jackson's music, a candidate
little closer. The jury was charged
on a single charge filed against
who stated race may effect their
with the responsibility of deterhim, the crowd outside celebrated decision and, perhaps most outra- mining the guilt of a man who has
,geously, a person who is friends
and one woman even released
not only faced rumors of misconwith an acquaintance of the
doves into the sky. With a finale
duct with children before but
like this, how can anyone question singer.
includes a chimpanzee among his
Added to the bizarre circumwhat has happened? It is clear that
closest friends and wishes he was
stances of the case was the strikwhat is rational and expected had
Peter Pan.
ingly shady past of the accuser
All things considered, it is not
no place in this trial
and his family. As a group, they
As soon as the allegations that
surprising that a jury ofhis fans,
have been involved in a number
· acquaintances and the relatives of
Jackson had once again taken
of civil suits, including other
advantage of a child surfaced, it
child molesters found him not
molestation cases. r
-guilty of violating a family with a
became apparent that this trial
' As a whole, the trial hal?
would be unlike anything witpast possibly more questionable .
than his own
·
received more media attention
nessed before. At the press con-
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Editorial falls short

In your editorial on Howard Dean ["Deari a
glorified party crasher," June 8], you fall into
the same habit as the rest of the mainstream
media; whenever Democrats show the slightest
bit of rhetorical excess, they're "off the wall,"
"maniacal," "hostile," "inflammatory;' and
"mudslinging:'
When Republicans lie their way into illegal
wars or steal from the poor to give to the rich
they must be perfect gentlemen, right?
But the Republicans use rhetorical excess
too. You should hear it! Fact is, most people
don't know about it because the mainstream
media hardly react to it at all Here's a quote
from a book by David Horowitz, a Republican
strategist Karl Rove made this book required
reading for congressional Republicans.
"In political conflicts, the goal is not to
refute your opponent's argument, but to wipe
him from the face of the earth." (Horowitz,
supra, p. 24.) When you have a difference of
political opinion, Horowitz says your goal is to
annihilate the opponent. Republican politics
today follows this advice well, ranging from the
"go f*** yourself' comment from Cheney on
the Senate floor to the constant "Shut up! Shut
up!" of Bill O'Reilly to his guests.
By the way, when you claimed that, "there
really can be no second chances in politics;' I
was bitterly reminded of how Ronald Reagan
and George Hw. Bush had lost their first bids
for president I sure wish they had never had
second chances.
I hope you can break this string of terrible
editorials. Who the heck is writing these
things? David Horowitz?
- DERRICK POLITIS

SGA plavs politics
Recently, skip Moedinger was denied confirmation to his appointed Senate seat in the
College of Arts and Sciences. I met Skip shortly
after he came to UCF two years ago. We ran
against each other for Senate seat No.13 in the
College of Arts and Sciences. Though neither
of l1S won that race, we have since spent many
hours discussing wide-ranging topics on various social, political and economic issues.
We have argued about Harvard Law Professor Laurence Tube's role in the infamous

Supreme Court case Bush v. Gore and also
weighed evidence for the resurrection of Jesus
Christ. Oftentimes Skip and I have sharply con- ·
trasting views, but I always left knowing that,
as strong as his opinions may be, he at the very,:
least listened and considered what I had to say.
Skip was one of first to join the Debate Club"'·
when I started it three semesters ago. As some- ,..
one who has debated Skip at the Marketplace
and in front of the Union during many campaigns, I know him better than most of the 18
senators who rejected his nomination. Skip
~
Moedinger j.s as honest a person as they come, .:
certainly a desirable trait for any aspiring politi-'
cian, particularly ones charged with spending 0
millions of student tuition dollars. Skip is a
u
conservative, red-state Republican and I suppose he will always be that way. I am a Democ- ~
rat who voted for John Kerry, but I believe a
good student government should represent all *'
views, even those that II}aY irk a few student ,...
groups. Past Senates have included the chair- ,c:
man of College Republicans and the current ._;
ROCK president Surely Skip's views are riot so ,
different from theirs. The truth is that Skip
refused to politick in a Senate that appears
obsessed with self-promotion and personal . rt
attacks.
I encourage Skip to run once again for the
Senate this coming Fall Ultimately, students
and not Senators should decide whether he is
qualified to represent them. You may not agree
with him on every issue, but he will never lie
about a vote or disguise his views for personal 11
gain. Student Government should never be
about partisan preference or corrupt alliances.
Rather, it should embrace diversity of all kinds,
even ideological I urge students to vote their
conscience during the next election, but I challenge them to listen to the candidates' plans
and not simply vote down one of the tickets.
- LUIZ BRAVIM ~

Views trump quality

,

The UCF SGA Senate has come under fire u
for making some perplexing decisions in my
time here at UCF, but in light of their recent
-:
decision not to confirm Skip Moedinger for an '.:>
open seat, they must be applauded for their
action.

.J
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'What do you think of the
Michael Jackson trial?'

RUSSELL BREWER

PAUL THOMPSON

Criminal justice

Microbiology

"Michael and OJ should have aparty."

"I think the parents were trying to
scam him, but what washedoing
with little boys in the first place?"

DONIQUE ROLLE
·History

"I've always thought hewas innocent "
and I am surprised it took this long to
acquit him."
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"I didn't care much about it. If these
parents knew what~ going on,why
· didn't they stop it?"

"I am indifferent. I wasn't on the jury, I
just know what the press said." 1:

"Under thecircumstances the jurors
made the best decision they could."

;,

Jacko's back and the American
judicial system is badder than ever
Michael Jackson is a free man
He's free to resume his freakish lifestyle, dangling babies from
balconies, sleeping with little
boys and continuing to defy
maturity and human responsibility. He owes it all to a committee
of jurors who defied common
sense and took the American
judicial system to an all-new low.
There is a certain tragic beauty that stems from this entire
media debacle, as well as a genuine sense of comedic flair riding
shotgun Both lie in the absolute
atrocity that was the case's jury
and the 'almost frightening Jackson fan base, which stood by
Jacko throughout this mess.
As I watched the overabundance of Jackson post-trial coverage Monday, I tried so hard to
pick out my favorite moments
and key brilliant phrases. Impossible. There were too many. The
whole thing was like a late-night ·
talk show host's wet dream I can
only imagine the writing staff of
the Daily Show collectively combusting from the overwhelming
stupidity of the fans and jurors.
Somewhere between the
press asking District Attorney
Tom Sneddon if he had family
members in the KKK and juror
No. 5 saying she didn't like the
accuser's mom snapping her fingers at the jury, rm pretty sure I
went sterile from uncontrollable
laughter.
But if you held a gun to .my
head and told me to pick one
moment that I sadly loved the
most, I would without a doubt
say the two crazy French guys
waiting outside the Neverland
Ranch. I can only pray that people saw these froggy freak admirers pmnping their fists like they'd
finally discovered deodorant and
waving French flags like a..couple
of epileptic legionnaires. This
duo was classic and if you
missed their show then you have
truly missed a defining moment
in life.

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Giving all the credit to the
French dudes would be a major
slap in the face to all of the
sideshow · circus monkeys
defending Jacko through this
entire parade of ignorance. They
all deserve some credit. I mean,
after all, any woman who makes
a different sign every day showcasing the tnany faces of Michael
Jackson obviously serves a purpose in society. And I'm not making this up. There was a woman
who had a slew ofsigns throughout this whole process and I'm
pretty sure ifyou askedher she'd
tell you that Thriller came out
two weeks ago and I guarantee
she owns a sequined glove.
Equally important to the
entire trial were all ofthe Jackson
impersonators who took time
out of their busy schedules of
begging for money and living in
1983 to support their idol If I had
to rank Jackson impersonators
on my all-time list of idiocy, I'd
put them right behind parents
who beat their children in public
and just ahead of whoever choreographed all of the Juli-body
dry heaving in the latest Backstreet Boys video.
Taking the cake for supreme
boneheadery was the jury. I don't
know if it was juror No. 3's deerin-headlights eyes or juror No:7s
thuggish Bithlo charm, but this
crew had it all. The true test,
though, was figuring out which
juror was already in talks for a
book deal I think it was No. 4, ·

who couldn't keep her mouth
shut long enough for No. 3 to
blink her freakish bug eyes. But
that's just my opinion. For all I
know the book deal could belong
to one of the two geriatric jurors
who were more preoccupied
with making friends with the
other jurors than paying attention tQ the fact that a grown man
shares a bed with male children.
The only other thing that really bothers me - besides Jackson
sleeping with children and the
fact that our judicial .system
would rather field a jury of
banana slugs than anyone with a
brain cell - is the celebrity witness factor. I know enough about
the law to understand that if a
person receives a subpoena then
he must appear in court. But why
in the name of Bubbles the
chimp are Jay Leno and Chris
Tucker even friends with Jacko
in the first place? Am I alone in
believing that being friends with
a guywho shares a bed with children is a bad idea?
Overall, I'm pretty upset
about the verdict. Forget the
accuser. She could very well just
be a mom who wants some
money because she was dumb
enough to let her son share a bed
with a guy who looks like a
decomposing woman. But it's
time for someone to force Jackson to get some serious mental
help. Watch his E! True Hollywood Story. Hell, watch any
show that's ever been produced
about the guy. He's not normal!
The man - and I use that term
incredibly loosely - needs help.
As Dave Chappelle once said,
"He made Thriller." Granted, I
don't know what that has to do
with anything, but Jackson also
made that God-awful video with
Eddie Murphy. If that wasn't a
cry for help, then I don't. know
what is.
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Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com .

READER VIEWS
body. I find his closing quote ironic when he suggests that SGA senators "challenge themselves to
I have.known Skip since he came to UCF as a
consider people whose views are different and to
freshman He is a devout and upstanding young . consider people based on their qualifications
Christian man, with a firm sense of his beliefs and rather than their political or moral views." To put
solid conviction. Unfortunately for him, these
it bluntly, if this is not the pot calling the kettle·
attributes are also his greatest flaws when judging black, I do not know what is, for conservatives
his qualifications for representing the student
like Skip are first to exclude people based on their
bodyatUCE
'moral views."
Skip's denial should serve notice to all branchHypocrisy rears its ugly head amongst the
es of government in these increasingly divided
conservative ranks just as much as any other
times here in America. On a national level, the
political group. How is it that a group can adhere
founding fathers of this nation established the
to the so-called "culture of life" idea by so vocally
ground rules very clearly in the First Amendment supporting keeping Terri Schiavo artificially alive,
of the Constitution. The relationship between
yet also adhere to keeping the death penalty and
religion and government is a two-way street, and
opposing gun control?
the framers felt that a degree of estrangement
Conservatives have their place in the political
between the two had to exist, not only to keep
spectrum. But religious ideologues, who categorireligion free from the clutches of a tyrannical gov- cally misrepresent a large percentage of their conernment, but to keep government free from the
stituents by claiming that the way they are decidcl,utches of religious fanaticism. In a time when
ing is right because God tells them so, have no
t}\e line between the two is becoming grayer by
place in the SGA of a major metropolitan univerthe day, it is ofparamount importance to the gensity. The term "university'' originates from the
elfll well-being of our nation that politicians put
word ''universe," specifically referring to the unitheir personal religiQus convictions aside and
verse of knowledge at one's disposal at these
work in the best interest of the people.
places oflearning. If that is the case, then the outThe problem with religious conservatives is
right ignorance that many religious conservatives
iliat, because they believe that God is on their
exhibit runs counter to the very foundation of the
siCie, they must be right, and since they must
institution of higher education.
always be right, they also believe that any action
The SGA Senate made the right decision in
that can be even remotely construed as a comdenying Skip Moedinger a Senate seat. Although
promise of their beliefs is not only wrong, but sin- · his enthusiasm for government and leadership is
fut Yet, they continue to conveniently forget that
admirable, he still apparently has much to learn
an effective system of government in the United
about public relations, let alone fairly represent- ·
States, the state of Florida, the UCF SGA or any
ing his given constituency. Diversity of voices is
other level, is not only executed through, but a
critical in a debate forum like the SGA Senate.
product of compromise. After all, the bicameral
However, one must be careful when some of
federal legislature was born of an action called
those voices speak in opposition to diversity alto"The Great Compromise." The question thus folgether. Collegiate politicians, like children, require
lows: when did "compromise" become such a bad adult supervision. But in making a decision that
word?
·
will hopefully help an aspiring collegiate politiYoung activists like Skip should be applauded
cian realize the true complexity of the game of
for their strong convictions. However, he does
politics, the SGA Senate proved that, perhaps, it
deserve his fair share of criticism for actions that
may finally be able to govern itself adequately.
blatantly offend a large percentage of the student
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Saturday, June 18
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
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Professional
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ALLERGIES?
Board Certified _Allergist
Located.on Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF
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WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
wnhRamez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5- 9 p.m.
'-----No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-7665
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~Allergy & Asthma Center
~--------of East Orlando
Boyce A. Hornberger, l\ID, FAAAAI
3151 N. Alafaya Trai~ Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700
WVilw.eastorlandoallergy. com
Additional location in Oviedo
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• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required
• Check & fill transmission I transaxle fluid

·Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure
• Check headlights
• Check serpentine belt
• Check coolant in
reservoir
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Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

·--~-----------------------------~~~
7583 University Blvd.
Winte Park
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Mon-Fri 8~7 p.m.
Sat-Sun 8-6 p.m.
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100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

375 ForSale: Pets
400 Services
SOO Events
525 Events: Greek life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:ParHime
HelpWanted:FulHime
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Gener.ii
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!•
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5' p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
Io Person: University Court, 'suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.ro. We~. for Fri. issue '

(enttal 1forlba "'1un . Seminole Chronicle

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS·
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean. driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team , you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

SECRET SHOPPERS AND
onllne surveyers- pt/ft. apply today.
work today. get P!lid to shop, eat,
and ta~e surveys from home. More
info @ l.vww.checksfromhome.com

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
. summer swim classe.s FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and
change the quality of a child's life.
Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com

Network One Mortgage
part-time telemarketers paid hourly plus
bonuses, also need licensed mortgage
brokers and trainees. No experience
necessary. Gall 407-831-8006

If interested in joining the
Red •Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

Red Bull'
~~

ENE RG Y DRIN K

"
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.Levy Restaur(!nts is now seeking enthusiastic
& dedicated individuals to join our team!
)

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:

..

SERVERS • HOST STAFF • CASHIERS
LINE COOKS • DISHWASHERS

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
· flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!.

Dowiltown Disney, 1-LJ, e,at 68.

Law office assistant for attorney
expanding practice.to include
immigration. Good spoken, written
Chinese and English. PT (FT possible) ,
flexible hours. Fax resume to
407-482-5802 or email to
attorney@legalpro.org.

PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Get top dollar to make positive changes
in your community.
Call Laura at 407-841-4999.

Central Florida Future
Publisher's assistant wanted 20 hours
per week, Mon-Fri. Sales and marketing
exp. requ. Good pay.
E-mail resume and fall availability to
publisher@ucfnews.com.

Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqd/Tralnlng provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124

Looking for a babysitter on a as
needed basis. 3 yr old boy. Pay is
negotiable. Exp preferred, ref reqd.
Must have transportation.
' If interested call 407-380-.0781.

Apply in person daily, from 2pm-4pm.
Restaurants located at:

EOE

WWW. LEVYRESTAU RANTS.COM

Valet Parking Attendants needed.
Summer position available for Orlando
area. Call (407) 616-3296

now hiring exp. cooks, and pizza makers;weight staff; delivery drivers; cashiers .
For current and new locations. Call
Robyn@ 407-706-0346

Positions available for Red Cross
certified Lifeguards and WSl's. Must
have flexible schedule. PIT for up to 40
hours/week. Submit Applications to
Oviedo City Hall, Human·Resources
Dept. at 400 Alexandria Blvd
or complete and submit online @
www.cityofoviedo.net
EOE-M/F./DN-Drug Free Workplace

BLIMP GROUND CREW
Fulltime travel nationwide, salary plus all
expenses, travel and lodging.
Must have excellent driving record, able ·
to pass criminal back~iound check.
Drug screening prior to employment.
Some seasonal positions available.
Call Steve or Melinda for full job
description 407-363-7777

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 1O and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

Cleaners pay $7.50-$8.50/hr.
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr. .
Looks good on resume, flex hours
must be neat, honest, reliable.
407-422-6411 ext 1.
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/ proof of
insurance. Call 407-810-4003.

Never work sundays againl
now hiring smiling faces for daytime
hours at chick-fil· a at tuskawilla rd.
flexible schedule, competitive wages, '
please contact kelly@ 407-696-8333

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
Part-time Bookkeeper/Personnel ManagerMiichell Hammock Pet Hospital, apply at
255 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo
Call 407-366-7323
Also Part-time Kennel help needed.

Bilingual Reps Also Nuded for the Orlando Location!
English/Spa_nish • English/Korean
-

-

"

Call for an interview:
Orlando 407-243-9400 •Winter Park 407-673-9700

ExcitJhg job opportunity for women
with high energy and motivation!
Flexlble hours, great Income
structure, use of car, and many
bonuses. Call Judy at 407-359-0764
for phone Interview.
·
Milano's Pizza is iri need of
servers and cashiers.
Apply in person at:
3564 Avalon Park East Blvd.
Call 407-273-6688

Need Extra Spending Money?
2 Part-time receptionist positions ·
available every other weekend for a
busy Real Estate company in winter
springs duties to include: answering multi
phone lines, faxing documents and light
filing. please fax or e-mail resume to
remaxtc@orlando-homes.net or
fax to 407-695-1223

'

Secretary needed Part-time.
Phone exp. helpful. 5 p.m. to 9 p.n\.
Monday through Friday. $10/hr. Call Nick
(!t 407-467-4102.

· Looking for Outgoing PT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. Immediate
openings. 407-666-5904.

'Financial services wholesaler in
Oviedo seeks entry-level executive.
Must have good people and
telephone skills with attention to
detail. Salary plus commission based.
Math and finance knowledge
required. Call 407-706-0341.
SALESPERSON NEEDED
Make up to $1500/week. Wiii train.
Call 407-854-5111

POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
Check out
1
www.newincomestream.coachgenie.com
Contact through website.

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD/2BA w/ office. Great
neighborhood, fenced-In yd. Pets ok!
Avail immediately. Excellent Pricel!I
Call Nick@ 407"810-7622

Kid's N ite Out
Now hiring professional caregivers, who love children
and need flexible hours. We especiaily need caregivers
for June 24 and 25 for group children's events.

Call 407-828-0920 ext. 0 for interview.

(entral :floriba 1uture

Phone Sales
Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon-Fri
$300-600 + other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.
PIT Babysitter Wanted
Sitter need during summer and to
continue ·onrthrough the school year.
Primarily willp e watching 18month old.
Hours are flexible and pay negotiable.
Experience and references are needed
and verified. Please call The Katzes at
(407)539-2672.

,

.

Classified Sales Rep
Needed for the Central Florida
Future. Must be comfortable making
outbound sales calls. Exp pref.
Earning potential unlimited! Base
salary plus· commission.
E-mail resume to
renen@knightnewspapers.com

~~-CIVIL ~
EN~
GlNEER
~~-)
Position avail for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects.
Responsibilities will incl drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates, LLC at 407-740·7900

f

PT Cleanil')g, Evenings

Mystery Shoppers

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
·clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd , between
Conway and Orange Ave.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly·issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter6prings, UCF and East Orlando
•Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day .,

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Is now hiring servers, cashiers, and
kitchen positions.
Apply in person. 407-9n-0213
www.HueyMagoos.com

CHEER COACH
Needed to teach children's
cheerleadlng program In
Orlando & Apopka.
Call toll fr~e 866-236-2767.

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover.

Seminole Chronicle
I NOW .HIRING I

1

DISTRIBUTl0N MANAGER

1

Competitive pay, exciting opportunity!

• 30 hrs/wk in and out of office • Bold, energetic
•.Excellent driving history
• Professional appearance
·Some heavy lifting
• Ability to work efficiently
and independently
• Flexible schedule required
E-mail resume to Brianl@knightnewspapers.com or fax to 407-447-4556

Earn· up to.$170/mo.
donating plasm.a regularly

I

•' ·•

__
iol___....ogicals

,-------.,

Find out how thousands of students save 1SPECIAL ~10 OFFER 1

lives and earn cash by donating plasma I New Donors-Bring I
regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique I this ad for $5 extra on I
I 2nd and 4th donation. I
medicines for people with various illness~s. L
-_,----..1

19@0 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 • www.dciplasma.co~ • 321~235-9100

-

"

·Get $1·00.off your
· .security deposit

.. · ·
& LEASE

see office for details

.

/

~

.

• lnterne~ included - Fall 2005 . • Large walk~in closets
·Free cable with 3 HBO's ·
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• Private telephone line
• Basketball & sand volleyball
.
·• Full-size washer & dryer
• Swimming pool with sun deck
·Private bedrooms and
bathrooms ·
·• Less than one mile from UCF
'

THE

VILLAGE

stop by or ~II today!

40.,•482•·9990

~

3100 Alafaya Club Drive ·

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

.

1

Orlando, fl.o rida 3281_7

· www.the~illageatalafayaclub.com

Orpington St.

Colonial Dr.

«)

··FREE RENT
1 &2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signersl

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
@
...........,.,

--

BEACH HOUSE OCEANFRONT
GATED COMMUNITY Beautiful,
brand new furnishings throughout.
2bed/2bath, walk to beach/pool.
South of St. Augustine, Palm Coast, FL.
Call Alane 313-881-1306 for details.

•

New 3035 sqft. Home 4BR 3.5.BA w/ loft
in E. Orlando 2 Story, 2 car garage, walkin closets, inside util, cable/phone outlets
in every rm, all kit. appli., W/D, lawn
.., care, priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 miles from
UCF. Only $1750/mo. +. util. Individual
rooms avail from $375-575/mo
Avail. 7 /1 ! Call today! 407-249-1417
•

HOMES FC>ft RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407·629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MA~ 200 Realty.

~ FOR RENT:

I.w .I Apartments
2bd/2ba Condo by UCF For Rent
$1050/mo, fully furnished. 1/2 mi from
UCF, non-smokers. Avail Aug 1st.
Call Monica @ 407-222-3488.
1/1 CONDO FOR RENT.
Great amenities. Newly remodeled.
Close to UCF, airport, and
downtown. Small pets ok.
$750/mo. Call 215-260-831 O
Pegasus Pointe ·2b/2ba
NO move in fees!!I
Last years rent applies!!!
AWESOME AMENITIESlll ALL UTIL '
INCL!!! Please CALL: 407 739 6p69
Apartment For Rent
3/3 w/2 roommates in Pegasus Landin.g.
Many amenities included.
2004 Rates apply-$700 savings.
Please Call Rachael @407-963-4455
Room avail in 212 apt at Pegasus Pointe.
Private rm & ba, turn, w/d, full kitchen,
3rd floor seclusion. $580/mo incl all util,
cable, & internet. No move-in or
renewal fees. Available now.
CaJI Andrew@ 407-383-4182.
Huge 2 Bedroom Apt Available July 1st
1400 sq ft, beautiful wood floors, close to
downtown near Crystal Lake exit.
Walking distance to two lakes. $1250/mo
incl all util, basic cable, w/d.
Call Hayden 321-662-0773.

Near UCF & Waterford Lakes Town
Center, Newer, quiet 3 bed, 2 bath, 2 car
garage, new roof, tile and carpet.
Hurricane shutters on every window.
Water views from master bedroom. ·
• Fridge, dishwasher, microwave, stove.
$1250 per month.Call Rick(407) 306-8099

1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, .w/d, ethernet, cable.
, 1st month free; lease begins Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.

Several Beautiful Homes for Rent.
UCF/Waterford/Avalon areas.
Two w/ POOL. $1225·$1950.
C21 RE Profs. 407-592-9221

Room available in 412 apt .in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease fromAugust-May. Internet,
furnished, W/D, cable, full kitchen. No
move in fees. Call Anna@ 407-926-2798a

3 bedroom House for Rent or by Room,
2 Rooms $500/mo, .Master room
$600/mo or $1450 for house.
Call 407-227-6479

Ucf .area. 2b/2b duplex. Fence. Large
shed. Credit check. $975 negotiable.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

•

NO MOVE-IN/APPLICATION FE;ES
1 Bed/1 Bath For Rent; lndiv. lease in
212 .Apartment @ Pegasus Connection
All utilities/internet inc.$575/month
Pool View Call lianna@321-446-3509

Cypress Bend/Gated 2004 2-story
Morrison Model Home 41212
2000 (Master 400) sq. ft fence/
" 15 min. to UCF. South End of Dean
Rd. $1775+.utii. for Mid July
2-3 Other Homes Avail.
Avalon Park in Jul/Aug.
Anette: 407-716-0848
•
Assist: 321-202-3546 ·

~

Just Built 5 bedroom
4 full baths Students OK
Avail. Mid-Aug/Sept Rent $2200
Eric 407-489-0877

Roommate needed to share large new
4/2 house. 10 minutes away from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, and gym. Yard and
security. $500 + 1/3 utilities.
Cail Ariel @954-610-9214

LOOK!!!·
2 bdrm avall. In a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split utll. Call 407·489·7324.

F lJCF student seeking clean resp.,
roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl. util.
furnished BR in a nice area. 6 mi. from
UCF Also incl. pool and tennis court
access. Cail Nicole at 407-616-2221.
Available A.SAP
M/F wahted for furnished BDRM in 3
bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mlns from UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll,
'nts, no pets; sec sys,_pool & tennis.
Avall Sep. 1st. Call 407-482-3202 or239-461·5101 or 239-633·9400.
Female roommate needed to share
2BR/2BA apartment. $400 + utilities.
Knights Landing Apartments.
Call 904-285-8210.
Roommate Wanted
Clean M/F prof or grad student
roommate wanted for 2B apt w/ pvt bath
in gated. community 5 min. from UCF.
$550/mo incl util. Credit check required
(210)831-1945.
Room for Rent in Avalon Park.
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath Townhouse.
$550 All-inclusive. Available ASAP
Eric; 407-489-0877
SUMMER RENTAL - HOME
May-Aug, $400/mo. $100 deposit, 2 ·
Rooms Avail,Hi-s.peed cable, Deck,Yard,
Prvt parking, Bring bed, 10-min UCF,
•
· Maid service free'
941-812-5120,941-795-3008
Rooms in new house. Fully fu(n.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561·212·6291.
Room Avail in the Fall In 3/2·House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from UCF on Univ, llght
between Rouse & Dean In Suncrest
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person.
No pets. $475/mo Incl all utll, cable,.
pho·ne, w/d. Call .Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
klelnst_42@yahoo.com
Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $485/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable. No Pets. Avail now. Call
407-828-2664 daytime or 407-654-4699
after 6 p.m.

2 Rooms Avail- $450/mo each
Incl. u.tll, cable & Internet access.
Security Deposit. 10 min to UCF,
Plenty of parking.
Call Steve at 407·267-4982.
ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 10 min from
UCF, overlooking three lakes, security
system, fully furnished, students
welcome in this luxury home, Rent $550
all inclusive, community has private
pools, restaurants, and grocery store.
Cail 850-291-3183
UCF Area. 1 rm avail now in 4/2 home.'
$375/mo, and share utilities. 2 rms in
4/3, $425 including utilities, avail Aug 17.
1 master bdrm in 312, avail Aug 1
$400/mo, share utilities. 407-625-0238
Rooms for Rent in 4/3 Home
1 rm avail now. Other avail Aug. 1st.
Pool table & spa. 5 mins from UCf.
$500/mo, everything incl.
Call Travis at 941-685-3954.
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

3/2.5 Waterford Lakes townhome.
Fully furn, $350/mo plus 1/3 util.
Call Angela at 321-662-8754.

(tttttal:florlba:tuture
for as low as $4 a week!

Master bdrm, 15 min from UCF,
$550/mo, interneVcable/util. incl. 1st,
last, & min 6 mo lease reqd. No drugs
407-928-9123
.

UCF Senior looking for 2 male
roommates for Alafaya Woods
house. $400/mo plus utilities. Call
Neal 321-431-1708

3/2 house, fully furnished w/exception of
room. Rent incls: utilities .. cable, Internet,
W/D, full kitchen, house is 10 min. from
UCF, rent is $500/mo, negotiable,
Contact Andy@850-445-6719
2 ROO~S FOR RENT
Brand new 4/2 home 5 mins away from
UCF. $500/mo incl all util, w/d, garage
w/ remote, community pool. Call Maria at
407-977-7098 or 407-461-8197.
New 4/2 home on lake conserv. lot. Poo I
table, Leather turn., One bdm avail. w/
view, ns/np $450/month. incl. all util.
DSL, Cable, Full kitchen, Grill, and patio,
W/D, maid, Lawn s~rvice and alarm. less
than a mile to UCF.Call 407-466-7069
Rciom Avail For Under $550 A Month
Master bed & ba, security system,
everything Incl. UCF area. Roommate
needed asap. Contact Brittany @
386-689·8878.

.(

Female roommate wanted to share 2/2
Move in August 5th. ~515/mo for master.Utilities not included. 5 min from UCF.
Call 941-685-3595 or 407-313-8237

Crossword ··

3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
4/2 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all inclusive except split electric, + pool at
club house, screened porch, 2 car gar.,
furn. except bedrooms. Avail. 08/05.
Please call Elena at 561-718-8980 or
'
saphire0924@msn.co.m.

ACROSS
1 _into one's
own
5 Far down
9 Bullwinkle, e.g.
14 Iridescent gem
15 Composer
Stravinsky
16 Chef's cover
17 Take offense
18 Fan blade
19 Ganders
20 Went in
22 Minnesota pro
24 Come-on
25 Comic Defaria
26 Tiger warning?
30 Sampling
32 Garden dandy
33 TV watchdpg
36 Track events
37 Broad smiles
38 Pay increase
40 Floral neckwear
41 Actress
Witherspoon
-42 Below
43 Wear away
45 Guitarist Paul
46 News piece
47 Droopy-eared
dog
49 Sped
50 Org. of Flyers
and Jets
51 Land and sea
ending·s
55 Missile garage?
57 Free from
bacteria
58 Fissures
61 California wine
valley
63 Valley
64 Disney mermaid
65 Novelist Connell
66 Oklahoma city
67 Art grouping
68 E-mail
confirmation
69 Flag fabricator

Looking for quief roommate. Responsible
Male, to move into a beautiful 3 bedroom
immaculent student house. Fresh paint,
new tile, security system, 8 min from
UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture, brand
new bathroom, full kitchen. must be
clean , no pets,no smoking, high speed
Internet and local phone service
included·. Must be 21 or older.
1/3 of utilities.Lease required. Only
$450/month! Call 305-528-9470
3/2 house to share with 2 male students.
Furnished clean house with fu·il kitchen,
Large fenced yard, W/D, Cable, Internet,
4 mi. from UCF Rent $450 +1/3 utilities.
Contact Helen 954-303-6182 or
Steve 954-292-1004 or
e-mail: Helenpres @aol.com
Room for rent in beautiful 4/3 home.
5 mins from UCF. $575/mo all
utilities included. No deposit or move
In fees. Call 407-427-0049
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Rooms for rent in 3/2 house in Oviedo.
Less than 10 min from UCF. Fenced in
backyard, Quiet neighborhood, Very
private, Pet friendly. $550/mo. Rent
negotiable! Includes: electricity, cable,
and internet. Available now! No deposit
required! Short term lease available. '
Please call Stacy@ 407-754-4697
·.1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Cail Jen 561 -351 -8906

1
2
3
4
5
6

2 private bedrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/male Undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share Bath, W/D, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. .N o pets, No smoking, $450/mo, first
and last in advance w/one year lease
..
preferred Call 407-381-1713

WHY RENT

. '{01~~'/MEN1

when you can

OWN?
.3 BEDROOM,
2 BATH ·HOMES

•

UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 609-654-8582 or email
kellyroop@hotmail.com

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees

Sublease for CVI. $435/mo.
Everything included plus meal plan.
Cail 407-390-9550 or
sweetanaiviv@yahoo.com

Models Open .Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00·p.m.
. and Sunday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p_.m.
On Colo":ial (Hwy. 50} 2 Miles East Of Alalaya

_
4 07-28·1 ·6029
•

I

\ 1575 Pel &treet • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flapark~.com

7 Galactic time
period
8 Affected
behavior
9 Wise men
10 Start a battle
11 Prospector's find
12 Mayday!
13 Opposite of
WSW
21 Hole-enlarging
tool
23 Tail wiggle
25 Word-for-word
27 Projecting bay
window
28 Dishwasher
· cycle
29 Sibilant letters
31 Rings up
33 Sort of cocktall
34 Poem division
35 Apple drink
37 Homer's
homeland
39 Oivision of an
academic year
44 Faraway

~General

Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe
Save $15/mo, $455 Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, fully furn, free
parking sticker, and shuttle. No
move In fees. Pools, tennis, and
basketball cou,rts. Call Jesha
941 -661-3038 or
gelsha2138504@yahoo.com
1bd/1 ba for Lease in 4bd/4ba Apt.
Located at Jefferson Lofts, for $499/mo.
Include a!I utilities, cable, ethernet; all
Male roommates. Smoking. Lease starts
8/18/05-7/31/06
Cail Mike @727-776-31 13 or
Peggy @727-688-0578

414 in Pegasus Landing available
immediately! Ail utilities included. Free
shuttle to UCF, Valet trash service, W/D,
No move-in Fees! $495/mo
Call Ctiris@ 561-414-1109
First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com
$470/mo at College Station Apts
No move-in fees & half off first mo.
Private bd/ba. All utll, shuttle, pool,
computer lab, workout area tncl.
3 nice & clean F roommat
Call 352·318-2510.

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM********
Furniture For Sale!
Mini Refrigerator, only used for ·one
semester, good condition, price
negotiable. Other various items as well.
Cail 727-743-5523
Office Furniture For Sale
Steel-cased computer workstations
w/ panel dividers and chairs.
For more info call 407-706-0341.
MOVING SALE
*4 piece furniture set, all matching.
Light wood w/ sllver fixtures. 3·tler
desk, 6 drawer dresser, tv/dvd stand,
3-level bookshelf with door.
*Porch table w/ glass top
and two chairs.
*Glass & metal coffee table.
*Pier 1 glass top table w/ 4 chairs.
All' In great condition and only used
for two semesters. Can email
pictures. Make me an offer!
Call Fallon at 727-580-1231.
Black Leather Recliner For Sale
Great condition!!!
$350 obo.
Call Julie for details.
407-325-3876
Matching 8-piece furniture set for
$350' Call 352-804-4341
2 White Chest Drawers, $70 each.
Matching white 2-drawer nightstand,
$25. Dark wood tv stand, $25. If
Interested please call 407-760-0447
or email kara3212 @aol.com.

Established Courier Service,
Immediate lncome!Central Florlcta
Includes vehicle, equipment, and
training. Service five days a week.
$60,000 407-925-7291
Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
.
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Av~ilablel 9909 E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean ·
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pmt
.
Sun. 11 -4pm
,

:

111115/05

2005Tribune Media Services, Inc.

All rights reserved.

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

$300/MO.

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
•Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

1
©

~FOR SALE:
I

Pegasus Landing Apt.
June-Dec 2005
808-325·1980

• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
• Ove·r 11 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

~

•'•

Fm roommate wanted in. Pegasus
Landing. Avail in July, ends July '06, no
move-in fees. $495/mo, utils incl. Will
pay $100 towards rent for first 4 mos in
'05. Call Jackie @ 407-362-2956 or
321-768-1971 .

Look;lng for a roomryiate to find a
place near UCF for the beginning of
August. Must be clean, quiet, and
pet friendly. (I have a cat).
· Call 407-719-77.10 or
Allie_thib@yahoo.com

Female for 212 @ Pegasus Pointe.
,Move in after April 30. $560 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
·
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623

Come join jo~r classmates already living here...
plus receive a Fiii ,Washer/Dryerl

DOWN
Hailey's body
Think out loud
Marine ray
Most senior
Multifarious
Mild expletive

l

'

***1st MONTH FREE;***
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent,
$470/mo Incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease tll
end of July. Call 352-585-3164.

Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spaciou$ home w/ pool.
$400/mo utill incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scaslos76@aol.com

1st Month Free & 1/2 Off 2nd
Pegasus Landing sublease in 414 tor
Aug '05 - July '06. M or F. $505/mo incl
util, internet, and furnished. No move-in
fees. Earlier move-in avai l.
Call Kevin ~ 352-406-2824.

••

407-447-4556

••
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47 NBC Classic ·
48 Pantry ·
52 Softly. in music
53 Perry or Havelock
54 Sowing needs
56 Wight or
Anglesey

•

•::i

--

'

57 Traverse
58 Worn piece of
cloth
59 Intense anger
60 Half of a
sawbuck
62 St. crosser

2003 Evolution 29,000 miles, 246HP,
Fully loaded, Turbo charged, !nner
cooler, Excellent condition, Must see!
(Serious. buyers only!)
Cail 407-913-1161-Gabriel.
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
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-

350
WWW.ORLANDOELITE.COM
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com
4Bd/2Ba, 16" tile floors, oversized
lot with water view and less
ttian 2 miles from UCF. Hurry!
· Just $285,000, Call Michael
407-310-6583 or 407-673-2055
Condo for sale near Waterford Lakes.
Move in mid-July. 3 units avail.
1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
Eric Voss w/ Avalon 407-489-0877
3bd/2ba mobile home for sale in
Deerwood Park, screened in porch
located in Orlando. $38,900
Call 321-504-7899

AVON or MARK!
Career or pocket money, you decide!- .
Start today! 407-359-8441 or
Avon_Ladychris@hotmail.com
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp, meeting your research and
writlng needs. Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com.
VIP Date
We have a very fine selection.
This is an exclusive invitation into our
dating singles and matching network.
Your invitation code would be A455BC
321-33~-5250

Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard .
trash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

[~WANTED
Mature Responsible Female Needed
To assist wheelchair bound student in
routine school activities and basic daily
needs. $8/hr, Tues and Thurs, 9 :30 am •
6:30 pm. Starting this Fall semester.
Good note-taking, verbal skills reqd,
computer skills. Reliabili\}' and
dependability a must. Contact Anna
Meeks at 407-847·0788 or email resume
to purple@kua.net.
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Pork
Spare Ribs

Red and Green
Seedless Grapes

..

14--~

~

lb.

lb.

Drums
and Thighs

Tomatoes
on the ·vine

)

Previously Frozen
_•,

Boneless Beef
Cross Rib Steaks

Yellow
Onions

Russet
Potatoes

lb.'
Bar-S
Jumbo Meat
Franks
1 lb.

Albertsons
Garden
Salad

Pkg,

1 lb. Pkg.

"l

c

Fresh
Pork Steak

ea.
Pepsi
2 Liter Bottle,
Select Varieties,
Limit 4

Albertsons
Bread

·1

16 oz., .

White or Wheat

s
2101

c
ea.
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Oakdale
Large Eggs
Limit 2

1'

RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of acftl rtised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain C • k will be issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as ~n as It becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. rase, No Sales to Dealers. ,
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised Items Is required to bl readily available for safe at or below the advertised price in each Al rtsons store except specifically noted in this ad. © 2005 Extreme Inc. S~per Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by o; licensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved. ~ _
<I'
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